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FOREWORD 

This publication is the eighth of a series devoted to textile engineering and 
closely related fields. It is part of the Training for Industry Series published by the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 

Rapid world-wide increases in population and industrialization are reflected in 
the textile and allied industries. In any ranking of huí, in needs, fibres and textiles 
for clothing and industrial purposes are second only U foodstuffs. The continuing 
quantitative and qualitative changes in textile production require the broadest and 
most complete dissemination of information in this important area. 

The purpose of the present series is to make available to the developing countries 
the most recent scientific and technical information m order to help them to 
establish textile industries or to improve the effectiveness and economic viability of 
existing textile industries that ire still in the earlier stages of economic development. 

At the mgftitioft of UNIDO, with the support of the authorities of the Polish 
People's Republic, a poet-graduate avptant training course in textile industries was 
nttd m IMt from May through September 1%7. The course was repeated from May 
through October If«, and its content was modified and updated on the basis of 
eitntrstnce and new informât sow. It was repeated again in 1%9 and it n planned to 
c ont èHM mit programme, up-dating its subject matter and improving its usefulness to 
Hit sextm inda strie i of the developing countries. It is on these courses that the 
pV* Wm aTfWl • Waff. 

The erntetet were ofpanked by the TcxtUr Research Institute in toda with the 
onject of trammg a grown of already hágMy quahtìed specialists in ail branches of 
anfteatry H-tinj to textile*. Under normal conditions, such trasrunr would r-quire 

• anns and m fn§NP6t\ and invesonjiBfiit over a period of several years. 
The courses gut the peettcipenti an opportumiy to bicorne acquamted -rd to 

of Poiand's hading research centres asid 
experts probes ms connected with 

and statateti m the flew) of text des 
iMttfwte endeavourt to co-ofé>mlt 

practical studies m 
> of textde industries. 

»     i^nat    BBnasV   BalÉíMBifn    nnnfe^Bkn   £naw    Agu^ka^gmA 

of the dm hying coussinet. 
mm •   %^^^w  »^^^^^P^^^ISS^U^W   »F^^w»^wes^ip va^mp n^ssw ^p*  v^w  asp^sa>  g^W ^PBHBJ ^nrnnownn' • 

;iai ledmacal 
m enema* vocational wasnsng, ramer, mey 

âariaaànl IêMM mí m 



The lectures, ai presented in this series, have been grouped in eight parts: textile 
fibres; spinning; knitting; weaving and associated processes; non-conventional 
methods of fabric production; textile finishing; testing and quality control; and plant 
and power engineering. 

It is hoped that the experience gained from these courses, as presented in this 
series, will contribute to the improvement of textile industries everywhere, and 
particularly in the developing countries. 

The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the individual 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 
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their thermal properties, so a* to avoid unjue losses or gains of heat and the 
condensation of steam on them, which directly affect the size of the air-conditioning 
installations and, at the same time, the consumption of electrical and heat energy. 

It is recommended that the heat transfer factor (k) through the outside walls and 
especially through the ceiling under the roof, at high relative humidities should 
exceed 0.5 0.7 kcal/m2-hour'°C. This especially concerns climatic zones where 
there are great fluctuations of temperatures and also temperatures below the freezing 
point. To equalize heat balances and to eliminate the effects of outside conditions, 
new ways of constructing buildings and their internal walls are being sought. Special 
effort is being directed toward means of limiting the relative humidity within a room 
to 70 per cent. It has been found that too high a humidity can be avoided by 
carrying out production processes in a suitable manner. For example, if a starched 
cotton warp has only 12 per cent humidity, that of the air in the weaving mill need 
not exceed 70 per cent; indeed, a humidity as low as 65 per cent might suffice. 

The principal parte of air-conditioning systems and their functions 

Every air-conditioning system is made up of two basic groups of equipment: 
air-preparation devices and air-circulation devices. 

The air-preparation equipment is comprised of the following elements: a mixing 
chamber, air filters, air heaters and a sprinkling chamber with full fittings. 

The following are included in the air-circulation equipment: blowers, inlets, 
aif-«xhausts and ventilation ducts. 

The bask air treatment takes place in the preparatory equipment where the air, 
depending on conditions both indoors and outdoors, is suitably mixed, humidified, 
heated or cooled. 

Air-conditioning processes on the graph "J-X" of Mollier 

The thermodynamic processes of the preparation of the air, illustrating typical 
air conditioning in the textile industry, is shown in graph i-x in figure 3, which 
flustrates a typical process of air conditioning by drying. This function consists of a 
mixing process (line AB), drying-cooling process (Ime MO) and the heat assimilation 
process in the room (line OB). 

Figure 4 illustrates a typical air-conditioning process with humidification of the 
air when outdoor temperatures are higher than the indoor temperature. Figure 5 
shows the air-conditioning process with humidification of the air when indoor 
température is higher than the outdoor temperatures. The characteristic feature of 
the air-conditioning process shown in figure S is the additional heating of the air 
before humidification (line MK). 

The bask type of air-conditioning equipment that has been adopted in the 
textile industry has one circulation of air and a single-stage sprinkling chamber 
(figure 6a). Double air circulation (figure 6b) is applied only with variable and 
negative heat balances in order to protect the heating element from wear. 

When water from mountain streams or from deep wells is available, 
ak-conditkming equipment with two sprinkling chambers should be used (figure 7), 
since they make possible a decreased demand for water. Usually, with single-stage 
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Figure 3,    Typical run of air-conditioning procea with ikying (coding) of et 

sprinkling chamberí, the rite in temperature of the water that receive« the heat from 
the air is not more than 4.5° to 4.8°C, but with two-stage sprinkling chambers tht 
rise can be increased by as much as 80 per cent. 

The operating principle of a two stage sprinkling chamber diagrammed in figure 
7 is as follows: 

Pump 04) sucks (HO cubic meters of water from the second-stage chamber and 
forces it through nozzles into the chamber of the first stage. Part of this water (Wt) 
flows out of the equipment through the overflow, the rest (ffi) after mixing with 
cold water coming from the outside source, is drawn up by pump (B) and forced 
through the nozzles of the second-stage chamber. The air in the chamber of the first 
stage is first cooled by contact with water that has been partly heated in the 
second-stage chamber and next passes through the inter-stage water-drop remover 
and reaches the second stage, where it reaches the required parameters. 
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Figurt 7.     Air-conditioning equipment with two sprinkling chambers (see text} 

Air conditioning with supersaturation of air 

The air-conditionaig equipment described thus far is often called "equipment 
with dry saturation" because, after humidification in the sprinkling chamber, the ate 
paaatt through the water-drop remover, which eliminates drops of water that have 
not evaporated. Air-conditioning equipment with supersaturation of the air does not 
have a drop remover, and the air therefore carries water droplets into the rooms. The 
ability of the air to assimilate heat is thereby increased, because the air assimilate* 
not only active heat but also the steam given off by the water droplets in the 
compartment as they evaporate, radiating heat into the room. The air-conditioning 

with supersaturation of the air is illustrated on the graph /    x of figure §. 
In this process, the characteristic brtAwn line 00 symbolizes the process of 

lion of heat and steam within a room. Increasing the ability of the air to 
heat makes possible the air conditioning of rooms with fewer air 

i; for example, for a required level of relative humidity of 65 per cent, 
apptying a supersaturation of 2 g of water to I kg of afar, the number of exchanges 
decreases by about one half. 

AJKondMtoRing equipment with the supersaturation of air is constructed quite 
•tfferently from equipment with dry saturation. Equipment of the first type (figure 
9) does not have spraying chambers, but all the other elementi, such as the drop 
remover (1), heater (2), valves (3), applwnces for sprinkling the water (4) and a 
Mower (5) an in one ventilation duct. Because of the drops of water carried into the 
fee«, they must be sprayed sufficiently high that they do not fai on the machinery 
and floor. For this purpose, special fog generator or an axiel-flow fan working with a 
apraying dnt arc used. 

Intreating the ability of the air to assimilate heat permits a decreate in the 
patted during which the air-conditioning equipment mutt operate. Compering the 
daffeeent n*<o«ditk>n»g systems that have been described, it can be seen that, with 
snpiiiatiiration, the ambient temperature in the room will be Ia or 2°C higher man 
without it. The temperature rise depends on the degree of aupersaturauon and on the 
level of the required relative humidity in the room. For this reason, the rruuumum 

(2g/fcg) » used with supersaturation equipment and, apart from this, 
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The use of only two circuits with two controls is possible because, in each 
circuit, the second air parameter is always constant. The air in the sprinkling chamber 
is of constant relative humidity (approximately 100 per cent), and the air in the 
room is at the appropriate absolute humidity. The most usual control system is 
pneumatic, although mixed electrical-pneumatic systems can be found. 

In modern air-conditioning systems, the cleaning of the air and water filters is 
also automatic. The cleaning of the air filter (figure 11 ) is controlled by a pressure 
control that sends impulses to the appliance that operates the suction device that 
collects the dust from the filter. The suction device is put in operation by a fall in 
pressure in the ventilation duct caused by thick layers of dust on the filter. The water 
filter is rotary and runs continuously, and the dirt is washed from it by nozzles that 
spray it with water (figure 12). 

Figure 1I.     Operation of the air filter of an air conditioner 

Figur* i i    Operation of a rotary water filter for an air-conditioning system 

The batic operations for the servicing of the air-conditioning system in a factory 
be reduced to the maintenance of the individual elements of the system; that is: 

(ë) The cleaning and freshening (painting) of the ventilation ducts; 
{b) The maintenance and replacement of damaged parts of the control fittings; 
(c) The starting and maintenance of the electric motors and the pumps, blowers 

and compressors; 
(4) The dairy cleaning of permanent filters or periodic emptying of the dust 

containers of the mechanical filters; 
{tí The periodic washing of the nozzles and removal of slime from the water 

tank. 
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Instructions for the performance of these tasks are issued by the makers of the 
equipment. 

Adjustment of air-conditioning systems to the working conditions 

A change in the kind of fibres or assortment of products being processed very 
often entails a change in the air parameters required for the rooms. In this case, the 
air-conditioning system must be adjusted to the new working conditions. 

Because air-conditioning systems operate automatically, the problem is reduced 
to the appropriate adjustment of the temperature controls and the relative-humidity 
controls. 

In the conventional double-circuit control system, the hygrostat, which is 
located in the air-conditioned room, is adjusted by a special hand-wheel for the level 
of relative humidity required by the changed processing conditions. The chief 
engineer should know what this value should be. 

The temperature to which the thermometer (which is located at the exit for the 
air from the sprinkling chamber) should be adjusted, is determined from the curve 
i-x by plotting the direction of change of the air modification in the air-conditioned 
room. Since the direction of the transformation in spinning and weaving mills which 
are most often air conditioned is 

Ai 
 • oo 

Ax 

the point where the straight line x » constant cuts the saturation curve ^ * 100 per 
cent gives the required temperature. In this case, the straight Imex * constant must 
pass through the point, defining the new state of the air required in the 
air-conditioned room. 

Clearing fogged air 

The problem of de-misting is met with in finishing departments and dye-houses 
in which raw fabrics, loose fibres or yarn undergo bucking, bleaching, dyeing, 
washing, rinsing and other operations to give them their appropriate wearing 
properties. In most cases, these operations take place in baths, sometimes at high 
temperatures, often reaching 100°C. The high temperatures in the tanks cause the 
evolution of large amounts of steam which, in summer, form a "tropical" climate 
that is difficult to bear and, in winter, an unwanted steam-air mixture. The air in the 
finishing departments therefore must be dried and brought up to a state that will 
ensure good working conditions for the operatives and protect the buildings and 
machinery from rapid deterioration. 

To clear the misty air, simple ventilation equipment is used, with heating of the 
air when outside temperatures are low. The mist-dispersal process is illustrated on the 
curve i-x (figures 13 and 14). 

The exhaust for the used air is located at the highest point of the air-conditioned 
room, to which the highest concentration of steam, which is lighter than air, rises. 

Where there is intense evaporation of water, the exhausts are located near the 
source, with the use of appropriate shields, eaves or edge suckers. 

1 
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M       M      4« 
TIMI (MIN.) 

Figure IS.    Count of heating of water in a waiting vat: (a) with hood, (b) without hood 

concentration, the required degree of the cleaning of the air etc. These problemi are 
to complex that they cannot be discussed fully in the space available here. 

In general, however, it should be said that problems of trapping the dust in 
modem textile plants are solved by the manufacturers of the machines. The correct 
location of the suction devices during the construction of the machine ensures the 
efficient removal of dust without causing interference with the production process. 
Since the rapidity of dust removal a connected with the speed of the transport and 
with the whole dust-removal system, modem textile plants have complete individual 
dust-removal installations in which a single dust collector serves several machines and 
even 2 whole department. 

The most frequently used dust collectors are those of the sack fabric (sleeve) 
type, which consists of a series of long fabric sleeves through which the air flows, 
carrying the dust from the source. The dust-removal operation is completely 
mechanical, consisting in the stopping of the dust by the weft and warp threads as 
the air Pows through the fabric. 

In addition to sack dust collectors, cyclones, multicyclones, vertical filters, slide 
filters and the like are also used. The use of such devices is simple and requires no 
discussion here. All that is needed is compliance with the recommendations of their 
makers and good maintenance. 

In conclusion, it should be stressed that, in the textile industry, air-treatment 
installations are the most important auxiliary production equipment. Indeed, it has 
been said, facetiously, that textile mills and fibre-processing plants are actually 
air-treatment factories. The importance of this equipment is evidenced by the fact 
that the amount of electrical power consumed by it may be roughly equal to half of 
that used in actual production. 



STEAM AND POWER ENGINEERING 

by 

J.Wolanski 

Energy characteristics of textile plants 

All technological processes in the textile industry are connected with the 
consumption of electrical and heat energy. The electrical energy is used to operate 
machinery, for lighting, sometimes for space heating and for technological purposes; 
the heat energy is used for heating and for technological purposes, because several 
processes require definite temperatures for correct operation or to obtain exact 
timing of operations. An analysis of the main production phases in the textile 
industry shows clearly that spinning mills, weaving sheds and finishing shops vary in 
their consumption of energy. Each stage of the production process has a slightly 
different energy characteristic. 

Spinning mills 

The spinning process, taken as a whole, is one with an exceptionally high 
concentration of mechanical work and that usually operates in normal thermal 
conditions, with the use of a great many machines, as in cotton and worsted spinning 
mills. There are certain divergences from this rule in woollen-spinning mitts, which 
have some machines that consume heating steam. However, this group of machines is 
only a tiny part of the combing mill. This does not include the scouring of grease 
wool, which in some cases is part of woollen-spinning mill operations. 

Spinning machines are driven by their own electric motors. In them, the 
electrical energy consumption per kilogram of yarn is always high, hut this is 
especially true of ring spinning frames. Half of the electrical energy used by a 
cotton-spinning mill is used in these machines. 

As examples, tome typical figures can be given. To produce a single ton of 
20 Nm yam, 3,300 kWh must be used. With 33 Nm yarn, electrical energy cow- 
sumption is much lower; that is, only about 2,000 kWh. Increasing die productivity of 
machines, especially by increasing their speed, implies the increase of electrical 
energy consumption per kilogram of yarn, because the consumption of energy rises 
more rapidly than the increase in speed. The heating of the production rooms ia 
spinning mills is a complex problem because it is usuatty connected directly wMi air 
conditioning. Both heating and afar conditioning are directly related to cisnatk aoswt, 
because the conditions that prevail in Poland and in Central and Northern Europe ate 
quite different from those that prevail tei the tropics, for exi 
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In add»!*« lo h*a! problem t. rèr«. tritai prt>ëèem* appear m ímishmg 
departmentt iiiMMt^ *t»h «h* machine émet, with ltfM»§. with the clearmg of 
misty *w arni *ith »entiêat** Npevial attention #H«M be paid to the mache* 
¿met bat**« m»l o«*y the energy a*m*«*ption rtielí « «portant but also I he 
arranftment of lontuiuout production Ime*, that i», the rote played by the choice of 
•Ntabfe typet »»I efeum motors 

rhe coMuniffiiMi of electrical energy per ton of fat»* amounts to 
appro« »watery »WO kWh which is lower than in spmning and weavmg mils. The heat 
ctmsttmptMM per ton of fabric amounts to about 15 to 10* kcal, for which 
appro* «nately 30 tont of »team » necettary 

iecamt there » a large heat*nergy conscription m fanning departmertt, 
imtaty carried by steam im complete textile plants, ftnuhtng departments con«» m 
•bout 70 per cent of the total amoun* of heat produced), and quite a tifntfkant 
etectricai energy consumption, and also became fmàhinf departments are very often 
connected with sfNnmnf and weaving mito, where there » a Mgniffcant electrical 
energy consumption, me manner of providittg electrical and thermal energy is of wry 
gnat importance As a rule, large factories have their own power plants, which must 
provide al of the heating steam required, fctectrkal energy is moat often absorbed 
from the factory's own power plant as well as from the power network In certain 
cases, the factory power plant fives off excess electrical energy to the network. 
Co-operation of th» kind with the power network is, however, not practical for the 
production factories. 

Tat problem of producing electrical and thermal energy in factory power plants 
is discussed below 

Suppryfcns textile mitts with steam and electrical energy 

The essential condition for the existence and operation of textile mils is an 
ensured supply of heat and electrical energy, the carrier of which is usually steam. As 
noted above, however, hot water is sometimes used. The size of this energy 
consumption and the interrelationship between the consumption of electrical energy 
and that of heat energy (with the exception of heat energy obtained by changing 
electrical energy to heat energy) depend on the size of the factory and its 
production, as we« as on whether the factoiy includes all departments or only some 
of them. 

Textile mite usually have their own boiler houses to supply all of the steam or 
hot water requetd for space heating and for technical purposes. Thus, the condition 
most often set « the building of a botter house U that it must supply al of the heat 
requirements of the factory. While the present development of power engineering in 
most countries permits the supplying of factories with electrical energy on quite 
convenient conditions, very many factories have power plants mat supply their own 
requirements, partially or entirely. Whether or not a given factory wiB have its own 
power plant is decided by economic factors that can differ in each case. The specific 
operating conditions of individual factories determine whether a factory will have 
only a botter house or also a power plant, and also the choice of the type of boners, 
turbines, piston engines or other machinery that does not consume steam, such as 
internal combustion engines and water turbines. 
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If a factory has a boikr house that supplies steam only for technical purposes 
ami for space heating (thus situation is usually met with in smaller factories, as in the 
knitting and woollen industries), there is usually no necessity for boilers with steam 
pressures higher than 12 atmospheres. There wül also be no need for such boilers to 
have steam superheaters, but it is advisable to have water economizers. Textile 
factories, especially those with finishing departments, are characterized by a very 
irregular steam consumption during a shift, mainly because many of the machóles 
and dyeing apparatuses operate discontinuously; that is, cyclically. Such variation of 
steam consumption directly affects the operation of the boilers. If the steam 
requirements exceed the capacity of these boilers, then a fall in their pressure takes 
place, whkh in tum causes a fall in pressure in the pipelines that carry steam to the 
machines. Consequently, the boilers in boiler houses in textile factories should be 
capable of meeting the specific conditions of operation. 

Lancashire boilers and the new packaged boilers (which are, in principle, Cornish 
fire-tube boilers) are adapted especially to this kind of non-uniform operation 
because they have a large water capacity and therefore a great steam-storage 
capability when pressure falls. 

Flue-tube boilers are only slightly sensitive to the hardness of water; they can be 
fed with water of a hardness up to 12° on the German scale of water hardness. The 
principal limitation of flue-tube boilers is their low total output, which averages up 
to about 3 tons per hour. From this point of view, very much better results can be 
obtained with the above-mentioned packaged boilers, whkh can have very much 
higher outputs; for example, 10 tons per hour. Many factories have other types of 
boilers, such as those of the water-tube and radiant types. However, such boilers are 
sensitive to severe working conditions and require special preparation of the water. 
Even more complex conditions appear in factories that have their own electrical 
power plants. 

Only rarely does a factory have a power plant that supplies electrical energy 
without alto supplying steam for heating and technological purposes, because the 
power plants of textile factories normally supply both electrical energy and steam. 
This situation directly affects the choice of the steam turbines to drive the 
generators. If the power plants produce only electrical energy, the best selection 
would be a condensing turbóte; however, when producing both electrical energy and 
hatting steam, back-pressure condensing-extraction turbines or back-pressure 
extraction turbines must be considered. This kind of connexion is, of course, a clastic 
example of the so-called coupled heat-power economy. 

Condensing-extraction turbines of suitable size make it possible to supply the 
requirements of a factory for both electrical energy and industrial steam. This beak 
principle was generally followed before the Second World War, but in later years alia 
situation has been completely changed. Alto, actual conditions can deviate to a 
considerable degree »rom the neat theoretical assumption, especially when the steam 
requirement is large. In such cases, part of the steam by-pastes the turbine*, flows 
through a reducing vaKe and reaches the steam network. Howe* r, if a factory power 
plant is connected with the public power grid, and if the capacity of the plant's 
turbine (or turbines) is sufficiently great, the plant can discharge its excets electrical 
energy into the power grid. 

la many catta, when it it potatole to draw electrical energy from the public 
power grid, condensing-extraction turbines are not used and en y back-pressure or 
extraction back-presture turbines arc instated. The reason for mis tobttkm it mat, in 
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the condensing paM of the condensing-extraction turbines, large amounts of heat are 
lost, resulting in the production of electrical energy at a lower efficiency and at 
greater cost than in large power stations. With back-pressure turbines, steam is not 
lost in the condenser, and all of the steam, with a reduced heat content, is given off 
for technological and heating purposes. The heat cost per kilowatt hour of energy is 
in this case very low (e.g. 1,300 kcal). Apart from this, the entire installation of the 
back-pressure turbine is much simpler than for condensing-ex tract ion turbines. Of 
course, pack-pressure turbines only partly cover the electrical energy requirements. 
Extraction steam or back-pressure steam usually has pressures in the range .1 to 5 
atmospheres. If steam at higher pressure is required, an additional steam extraction is 
applied with a higher pressure. It is obvious that the choice of a given type of power 
plant depends on the conditions of a given factory and on economic considerations. 
In the power plants of textile factories, the choice of the type of steam boilers and 
their parameters, that is, the pressure and the superheating temperature, is important. 
Generally, over the last thirty years a tendency can be noticed to raise both of those 
parameters. As background, it can be stated that, before the Second World War, the 
steam pressure usually did not exceed 25 atmospheres, and the temperature of 
superheating was approximately 3H0°C. 

Since that time, there has been a rapid rise in these parameters, as a result of 
which some textile factories have boilers with pressures of up to 90 atmospheres and 
temperatures up to SI (/ (. Superheating temperatures higher than 510°C require the 
use of very expensive austenitk steels. 

With steam at such high temperature and pressure, the steam turbine is highly 
efficient. A large part of the heat content of the steam can be transferred into 
electrical energy and there is a resultant increase in the power supply from the 
factory power plant even with completely back-pressure turbines. 

Steam turbines have, to a great extent, replaced the piston steam engines used 
previously. Piston steam engines are »till being installed, but only sporadically, 
especially in small industrial plants. Modem piston steam engañes belong, as a rule, to 
the group of standing, high-speed, back-pressured motors. The steam coming from 
these motors, at a pressure of several atmospheres, is utilized for technological and 
heating purposes. Th* possibility of contamination of the steam with oil raises 
certain objections that can be very important when the steam comes in direct contact 
with the water-baths. This can be avoided by fitting to the steam pipelines a de-oüng 
device, the efficiency of which depends on correct maintenance. 

The boilers usually found m power plants of textile factories belong to the 
water-tube and radiant groups. Apart from their high output and high parameters, 
they as« characterized by great elasticity; that is, they quickly adapt themselves 
to changes in load. The« outputs are sometimes as high as SO tons per hour and even 
more. They arc. as a rule, equipped with a water heater, superheaters for the steam 
and, sometimes, with ait heaters. The boilers may be fired with oil or coal or 
sometimes even with gas. The choice of fuel used depends to a great degree on the 
fuel situation of a given country. For example, in Poland, only solid fuel (bituminous 
coal and lignite) is used fcr firing industrial boilers, but in France many boilers are 
fired with oil. 

Liquid fuels are very much easier to use than solid fuels; they have higher net 
caloric value, they bum with a slight excess of air and produce very little ash. Boilers 
fired with them are easily regulated and adapted to various load conditions. 
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A *m wtttf*«*M>*i èe*fkif*mmt éWwtf »*» bwt »en *** ínter« »»in^iif* *# 
mtro«Juvtk>n t»t tm*tl tie»m er«eT**i«rt <*l ur»*-» k'<i«rm*iiM <«»tf*«ti nmâ *»*#<« 
The Haue pfWKipte t># th*w >.<**<»>«. t»* m ih*i fNt. h.t%# m«* dp*««« •<* »m «*«*«ì.M 

dementi of tarn? »*4tr «.»pawi*> th* *»t*r m fuit«*** thu-mf, p^m% .* v«**« 
Generator* of th« t>pe ht*t 4 *er> k«n> »a*#r v*r*e*.ttv ami v ««wwt#wi»*h de •»** *M*<r 
the normal limiti ol* *.i*wt«tii»al ht*im r**r #>« nr»««t» »•*#•* v «•»•*# k» •* **ty 
close to the mach«*« lH*t their «upf»h *«tk mmm ÎV e»ner»*<e« «*#* fc* *«r*é 
quickly and are u«ed etther to ctHWjiemuer fc»t r«ce«en>eH l*«j> Ht MI ..>*<*.-«ft»*« «>? 
when certwn m*, h »«et. weh M dr*m m the theemiaV«ji^*h¥*tiH« *««# ft«?*«« a 
supply of highpreseèire sttem. 

In countries »her» then aft «.ht*p UJMWJ íü#*í rt M MKWWN> fc» »MUH n»**? 
pianti equipped wvttt brpr mwn«?»Wti«whu«taiu enpwe«. auth m éwwi twfintt •** 
drive the Btnefaturs, The «Kantige «4 Éw *jfc*t*wi M ih« »«n taghty e ff *.«»«* 
production of ttectrtt-aJ energy. fiaethern*«*. the heeled twdwit-water t tempera*«* 
of about 70° tu 75 "t ) may ht exploited éw*v tH h«t teçh«oiaBB,al pwpw*«. 

At this point, mention srwiuêd ht maèt of the mnt MK**< tenétnctr« w A« 
development of nraei enpneermg edinmittfa<t**n M the tettar etdMlfv M 
example, M Poland. In »«Met that heve high cuncentratawN «n* neutre pêmti At 
trend to to atppry both ctKtftcat enteg» ani litem from central thtrtwoeetctf», 
poume  emioni»  m   mn way, seen tntru>s*^(ecajik papwet fsatjnua ate 
•nterprtaet mei no longer constitute pert« of tenttte n*ìh\ wharfi n» bugee 
IsftilnW    WìIAéBM   MUÍ    fMlMMV    fnfcnaYéÉ    iï'aiuWw)vrtkluYaJBnW    flElJanTsWel    Éft    nanafeflni    fH 

problemi connected win the ecunonmä ctmmwiptiiiii of eênsMkal enenj 
M carriers of heat do not cnaapntnr la certeen caatt. H h po tanne ta wfpey fastaettt 
with hot water at a tentperatttte of appro» analeh/ ICXft tnaiead of ttfenv Thai àaad 
of haat aupply rexnâirei adaptation of tht whoat networt of the factaey. 

The otaien of anehn^rial power ptanti nweuawi a ahort 
of the aaaumptiofta te very hnpuetant. The hatea of th« tiahmatmw n ahvai/i the 
piantied tin of th« factory from the point tÂ view of Mi antacipattd 
capabilities and the kind of production planned. On the beats «f the« data, 
raqtiired productive capability of the power piani and the output of the ct 
that produces the etectrkal energy can be dttirinaajd, baaed on MM mehtators of 
energy and heat conaumption per unit of production. 

On the bâtai of tin machinery that is to be mad, the way in which M wtft be art 
up and the approximate estimation of its energy connmaetiun, H a puaaHii to 
determine the dairy electrical and heat loads for both die niaajiwi and waiter periods 
if, in ate country in question, there art definite tte*onä difference«. Such panttac 
oVteYminationi constitute the basis lor rae choice of sizes of the boti»! units and of 
the electrical current-forming complex. 

In addition, a scale graph of the power engineering load, showing for how 
hours m a year there is a given load, can be calculated. Such a graph providei 
additional information about the choice of boiler units and current-forming units and 
about the amount of reserve power required. 

A further step is the choice of units and the elaboration of the bask power 
diagram of the factory. Once mis has been done, design work on the project can be 
carried out. 

1 
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Se art le d profeto*» of power engineering administration 

%i aweaeS «tated the heat consumed Airing technical processes serves for 
heetmg al à né» »•< b*th* and aw. and m tome cases fur the heating of surfaces. Apart 
ffwm #1« m the «.«ite oí the drying of printed fabrics, the technological agent is 
steam, »h*.h i« *t the sum time the carrier of heat. Aii of these agents are expelled 
afte? èwf the« wnwk pertodtcaly or continuously. However, their temperature is 

tügfc the temperature of battit poured into the sewerage system is sometimes 
J OOf I the temperature of the aw leaving the driers sometimes reaches 130° to 

lètti amé the temperature of steam leaving the agers n usually about I00°C. It 
Ém*éâ mn lit forgotten that heating steam fed into all kinds of heaters or driers, 
vêmîid heat** at** aflat mm and to on condenses in them at a temperature 
nwwipDiniMn **» ww preseaee of the steam, that is, for example, 140° to I50°C, 
Aflat psiatng thtoMgn the steam traps to At space where the pressure is nearly 

tm. She condensate expands and as a result, part of it re-evaporates. 
the steam traps permit some condensed steam to past through them. As 

• anali  of these  phenomena,  a  large amount of steam evaporates from the 

of heat essaye »to the atmosphere with the flue gaits of the 
•wem, isemief) wfca* these boaters do not have tconomaters and the flue-gas 

awe M beghe« fee* JO0*C. It may he said that a» amount of heat equal to the 
of heat -fatui' fot lechitoiogavá and heating purposes is lost m this 

the wntovaf v4 heat, nmUmni at a high temperature, has drawn the attention 
et sad* sili al power i earns »n to aha poasshsisty of recovering at least part of M so as 
la ajdsmt empeaimjni of h*?* and to rHtonasmt ts^hnotoglcal processa*. 

âVAsmaa   «sirwpa   HPME^esgmP IPW   èB^B^Pawi^am^Be *^y   «amf   ee^psFqPB^> •   WmH  sat»  ^wgg^^aw   %aw   ssw «   awWsW   sw w-anw^   w%ß 

«at. Hat water «a« he ease dsmtty fee techmmieatal pntpoats at Ms temperature it 
Vgfa^Sj^sçwg^SPVB^v   HBBjgav"  e^a^sy   m•»  ^^p^Fwlw ^Ps^t^^»^SFWSB% aw   aaPaí»* su waaaw ana  ^^••»sper^s» eawPmPi'w^Wp'wwsBweT *   e s^a^a aaan 

tan ha need fee beatmg and sa musttag bwédsag compart meats, or M can tie fed into 
steam ewewes. thereby impesvasg thaw heat aaaaar», «jeeeeany, hot water si vary 
gewswvew nPflsnäjas' •BHBSP^HBB aewaaml twejPe aaaar« •BBaw^sT ^VflHBsnl aw w^aj^SBeTe aw* w^amsaa^vwf »•BreWI eaP^^s» tggjpewHI e^a^ew WP * 

wd s comparta network of 
ef warns water at «vet the factory   However, the pipetan 

ha mdsp IH seat of Èia cold water network. 

to sacover the heat from 
(Pw •ewejT eeMams^alvv 1 *j*J  aaVaam ••weew 

CÉll Bet IPa^aÄNWPw Ä J 

N the hniwg siaam « at a patentai of p * 4 atmospheres, the enthalpy of the 
i, • 192 I icaaVfca. After empanna« ta natmal ataaoephem 

«Í «ay i, • «*» | hsasYhf, The eVfseence between thtsa lethaipsii « 

âi-i,    i',» 152.1    f* I kcal/h§ • S J k**Muj, 

fees in it ef heat tSJ Uai/kaj of tua da emu» can theoeeticaty be 
WÉSi B StfMÉ  fUÉlMtl    tSSWW    M MA1M*    A^Kettt IMM M IMnMlJ l^ la ^^^www  w ^w^^^^   w.^^pM^^^^^^gaw «   w^^^pe^ev »  IP* gjwF^mi,,wmam' t anm^g^^^mrw wwv am wvmm^^^ww^p^ei ^ss^s snp 

canti, mee m. 5J M Ol • 42 keat/hf. 
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If, for example, a factory consumes SO tons of steam per hour, and if the return 
of the condensate amounts to SO per cent, then the amount of recoverable heat (with 
correctly acting steam traps) amounts to 

50,000 X 0.50 X 42 = 1,050,000 kcal/hour. 

Since, in actuality, steam traps permit uncondensed steam equivalent to about 
10 per cent of the condensate to pass, the amount of heat in this leakage steam must 
be added to the heat calculated above. It must be taken into account that this steam 
expands to a pressure of 1 atmosphere. In this case, the amount of heat will amount 
to 

50,000 X 0.5 X 0.1 X 539.4 X 0.8 * 1,080,000 kcal/hour 

The total quantity of heat that can be recovered (Q) here amounts to 

ß - 1,050,000 • 1,080,000 » 2,130,000 kcal/hour. 

The amount of water that can be heated (HO can be calculated, taking, for 
example, the cold water temperature as r, » 15°C, and the hot water temperature as 
f3 • 65°C. For the example above, it will be 

Q        2,130,000 
W -  * —  42,500 kg of water; 

fj -1, 50 

that it, 42.5 m9. 
This if a large amount of water, and it could, to a peat extent, cover the hot- 

water requirements of a cotton mill. It should be stressed here that installations for 
waste heat recovery from hot baths, hot air and the like already exist. 

A more precise calculation of the waste heat shows that there is so much of it 
that it is impossible to re-use it completely with the help of hot water, because each 
factory (or more precisely, each finishing department) requires only a limited 
amount of hot water. 

Considering the processes used in the finiihing departments of various kinds of 
textile plants (cotton, woollen, linen etc.), it can be said that the greatest use of hot 
water can be «nade in the finishing departments of the cotton industry because of its 
many wtt procès*« (bleaching, dyeing, washing). Very much less is used by finishing 
departmenti of the woollen industry, which affects the course of the technical 
processes and their requirements. 

On the basi* of tests carnei* out by the Textile Research Institute, it was 
calculated, for example, that in the fuuthing departments of cotton mils, the hot 
water consumption can reach approximately 10 litres/running metre. Taking into 
account me great production volume of cotton mils, it can be stated that 
warm-water consumption amounts sometime» to 100m9/hour. 

From al of rat foregoing, it can be concluded that, in any situation, that system 
should be used which recovers the waste heat must easily and gives the best results. 

Since water that mutt be heated to a temperature of, for example, 9S*C, 
very much leas heat (and because of this, teas steam) if it «already hot than 

eoM water, its use therefore positively affects the work of the boiler houses, 
they lower the peak loading of the boilers. The load compensation of the 

•OUST houses can be Improved stai further by using the fresh steam that is available 
during periods of lower demand. Tha » also tm. of heating water, except that this 

is seat on to the hot-water storage tanks. Such tanks must be sufficiently large 

1 
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that they can collect enowa)i wttn t*> covet every mç*mm*m ttprr»«*.* M* 
shown that they dtould ha*« a capautv «>f tf*»»e to *tw*r tarnt* me »»«faja fcwMfl* 
requirement of hot witer 

In addition to the acc-urmtiatioft oí hot water kaard *» the !««««*> «# wsete 
heat, another way of accumulai aig heat « r»y the mvmmâmmm uà «earn, wsaJt »he 
me of Ruths «cam accumulato• Thw ¡wtth<>4 « Nate «m the 
that, in a closed vessel about «*0 per cast Ml of water dte 
water wi he filled with steam and the water wsl te al mt îiuÉm, pmat at 
pressure. By lowering the pressure with« the vestal an wowt «I wattf tat * 
that correspondí to the faff o# the enthaapv oí the rrdwig water «É a fai m 
pretture immediately evapor ate« off. If, f«e aaaamtr a tat amw •*»,•• »a • 
atmospheres prevails in ¿he vessel, the« <'* enthalpy of the water mt* • 1%4heal. 
With a fall m presture (tor example, to a, * 4 to 1 atraosaher est, Mie ea*hafe/t- «e* •*• 
water decreases to ij - 152.1 kcal. The afferente feet wee* th>t«t twthalaai 

4, -,', - <', m i?é.4     152 « - 24 3 hcal/k§ 

is consumed to evaporate thn amount of «rater. With a very shajM errer. « can fee 
sstumed   that, if the  evaporation takes  place at t fittami  at, tar 
a * 4 atmospheres, and / It the latent ha at. masi fro« etch adauaam of ' 
within me steam »xunautator. the amount of sfam<T> 

f      24J 
S-~- -004* kg 

/    503.7 

wil be obtained. If the water capacity of ant 
•0.000 kg, sha«, fey die calculated 

W.OOO X 0 041 - 3*40 kg 

tha amount of 
psax paoasajtajtfwi tor 
of steam that normal 
anVaataaj of Rai'its 

Fot practica] caVulalto« of the amassai i of 
of top and bottom ataaajfa, At kackstrom path it atad» Taw 
Wt^îW    mMi   «ten«   ^   a   a*at^Bâw   hi A   B^P^M«» {•«•   biatM*   «papi   SW BJPPPJBJ   w»B   PWMHI •§   a  pppwpppy  um*  ^PPPPBP» IIPJPJ  HJPPPPI   wmtm   BB» 

ajaxInaaM} M w * pertodt aman the houses aas atti tossasi sans ma ajaaai 

techeúcaí steam faite festem a cattasi Matti. •eW"Se^peaji   ••»wf*» • •PB^P1 BP^FBFBJF^W   »p  w w • »IPW» BBBrwBBPB« 

The steam act^aasiatoet tatst farti coaatttstttd (nam 14/23) 
chajajnf (feeJow 10 atmoaahimk aad may 
capacity to be tbst to matt ma raojaèrvmnsts. mdsed, 
haV« volumes at peat at 100 m*. 

Tcisdeaciti m tile dmioeamtat of the coeèstrwctioa of 
at the dsraction of graduaiy raasÉaj aar char amy; pu mai a 
The accuirmiaion constructed at pas seat hait volume« ofabout 100 m* aada 
pIvmmvMr    Of    *3   ImfcWICpnm'f'wm»    w|QI    am^Cs    È   WÊÉjfm   €ümV^H^  pVtHmVMpv«   *  pPMi 

OÍ amatâWII  ÎÉ âm€dsmmflml HOT lÜlOmmmfJm. (¡i WWÊÊÊ     F Of Mimmmmf    Él  Cáfmi mfel mmml mmmt 
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LUBRICATION 

J.WosMski 

Textile machines, like other machine», tie, to \ «vying extent, made up of moving 
elements; that i , thott with rotary or linear motion. Wherever there is friction 
between two surface», mechanical energy it changed into heat energy. The greater the 
friction, the greater are die restitene« moment and the power neceieary to drive the 
machine, which am be teen from the equations: 

N 
M» 716.2- (I) 

N- M (2) 
716.2 

m which N m the power expressed m metric horn power, M « the reeietance moment 
in kuopond  met ret, and n is the number of revolutions per mimite. 

Analysis of the work of moat textile machinery reveals that about SS to 90 pet 
cent of the power of the driving motón n med to overcome friction reeietance« m 
the bearings and other nibbing surfaces; only a smaH fraction of the total power 
consumed is Meed to overcome friction resistance* in the raw material that is being 
processed. The direct remit of the friction of tha moving machine elements is the 
lissais of heat, which »mounts to 632 kcai per metric horsepower hour and to MO 
kcal per kilowatt hour. 

If friction reseatotcet as dec re seed, the amount of power needed to drive the 
Mimi •• »•^v»»««m vvims^^MMiipfy«   inn is wi  piranw Hmm HUM HN 

mesent tendency is to rane ni odori hit» and thus to increaae the sneed of the 
machine!, with a resulting need for incressing the dining power (see equation 2). 

FrktkM reeistaACM smear uuuedv in me hearinni of various kinds of rotatane • iswvnM^m   •wne^s^aeawwsi^w  ejn^v^nnni    •wnnpnnenjy    en   me   w^wmnanw^snw   wi   ve»w»*»w*w n-eniunsmp **w   uw^wesmoewn» 

roMers and apindsts and on the surfaces of the teeth of the geared wheels that are 
Dreamt in laraer or smefttr IMIDOMTI in cverv machine. Other enmante» auch as eaaáes Pfvsmi   sn   *4B)vnoe>u   n^w   •meweaBseou  ernsvSMWW^WW* aww W»WTIF   •vsssmsw^HRì^np*   ^n^wm^ww  w«wiPa*wp»•wiP|  ^mw^pw* v> noBpemPO'w 

and cams, very often appeal sporadscany and do not pity an important part In thf 
nmersl beaance of leeutaacat of a naschine onlv m exceptional caaes f ssswtef driers, 
equettms) does friction on the surfaces of guides piny an important part. A quite 

MM fafct ta Mi* I 

M) 
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exceptional place is taken by shuttle looms, in which a large amount of power m 
necessary to throw over the shuttles. 

The lubrication of dowry moving eminent« 

With a few exceptions, textile machine« require rather smaM drivmg power I ven 
the fast modern ring spanning machines and frame drier» are drive« bv motor« wtttt 
outputs smaller than 20 metric horsepower. From that, it can ht seen thai *x\t*J 
lubrication problems such as circulation lubrication with coobag od do not appr« 
here, although there are several specific problems for the textile mduttry 

As noted above, there are very many different kinds of routing mftrr« m texte* 
machines, and these rotters have various diameter«, rotate at different tpeeéi and 
have appropriate bearings. In the older machines, very samp* met htarmgs were 
generally used, although a amai number of more canapicated device« such as ring 
bearings, were also usee. In modern conttructuwu. slide bearinp have bee« parity 
replaced by antifriction bearings. This concerns, as a mat, the bsaringi of the mam 
shafts and those of the high-speed shafts and average speed shafts, atmimadt it 
be stressed that most shafts in textile macf.mrs rotale at speeds not 
500 rev/mm. Slide bearinp are usuaRy rubricated with od and ihn kmd of ! 
must be carried out ajuste often; for emaniate, once per shaft w «nee éasty, mmarh 
requires much labour. Replacement of stade bearings with antt-fucta** ai armai ( baaV. 
roBer-. and barrel be atingí and other«) has ssmefirard the hmrminm svumem an a 
great extent, because arrt^fnetioa bearinga aw lubricated wMh grease, wtwrh • 
changed very seldom or merely added to. Anti^tettmi bsaringi greatly 
friction  résistances,  which  m tum reduce! the retpsieed driving power «f 

Despite the various 
9 ewtmr   ma>   wsaj^^PwanjBSjw    ay •axaj/ 

aia   tnaiaaw    ¿«dnnmuBk    kaua«    flu»   ñauaban, mWW   rWTf   OftfH   HOT   19 PWsM 

^aafVfttffefcaáW     %|^^^djña^k«  tW*   —— -     éaV.^ 
VsSIKWil»   l^afWJmV VP  maTy *  ftw 

nrsvang neuen lanes a very mug isms 
bv smuetaa tf at the tine ai 
bal wein the surfs.« of ile 
that tenti al IUIWé atám of 
system mcmdes the e« tana, the si 
fesca« it to me bearing«. 

a separate pipe, le aa net 

pipes lead elf from each smottaste*. Thr 
mW^ñf    wwP   vsmaj   •a^tTnm^atm^pp   mm*m"me    sssnj   fg| p    amm^wCmVaV•    w «W    nawsmr 

£<lBBmmVtjT    Waaml Hat mmmmfiat ^p^^^e^SS^W'* 1    ^ß^^U^ß^ ^ß^ß*    B^^BWViW* 

^••B^ÉS      UMr*£^aaaaa\ah^n    •ife^mBaak^|*^UBMBVn     ë&M    ^^SHSkaeakuna     h^nuaa# «^n^k^^^K a) a^njp     tan/San>*Bs^sBeT^p    pewn^mea>^B^aBBjp    ^¡&m    sj^ej^BBBmrasn,    sBsssnnij^Bj^ajBBi^sBaaBjBj- 

aàaaVaaaaaaavaadaat   eufseY aanMaaaYsW*nuftaaaâusk âaaaaaâasjBH  ^k««tgMgBBaaS:    •fAMe^^aaaB^aaiBE dus tBaauHn 
tammWWsmBB'mm*   W^i WPtjgSe*tïn•^PnX evtjiy   vvrnVmra^gV  mWWNamWanaT "aW mmanaV 

m ils pipe mat nauseisi the amm iiat nf ma ÉuaHag a» et. 
The mam pump that fuerns me «d M the marmp can be atarted 

gajsrihttfd^bnjejhaW* anmaat     mV'aanm  gajjJ^«^pjj>~^Mt  tat mamtananYJ âamf   a\ j^p_«a-«f    ga •** ^^p^^Hj^gvdk  ejg*> ^gjw—_>—•  ed^an 

amaYÉaf^     aaanadl   fmnrn   ajaàaaauiaBBâtnnf   naaaaa^snaaaad)   a»af  ¿nam   aaau^annat   max- maaav  IgMjhj-gaanm-Maat     jV 
•WmvSjf «   mwMi   «mm?   eVfflBrJàarwV    mHVmmsmanl   «•»   "Mài   VPm^nT«   IV mma?   tmm^am^amaam^   <*« 
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DRYING 

•y 

J. 

Charactrmtir* and ranges of application of dritti med 
in finishing deperimenti 

Drying is «ne erf the principal technical operations in the ftnishin| of al kind« of 
fabrics, including knitted ones. It to the logical consequence of wet operations and to 
repeated many timet in many case», especially with printed fabrics. Drying normally 
involve* heat lost except that, before thermal drying in the finishing departments, 
various kinds of squeeze are used, the construction of which depends on the purpose 
for which they are intended, since drying can be connected with other operations. 

Generally speaking, the six following groups of driers used in tmtohing 
departments can be distinguished: drum drfert, Ito onair (jet-type) driers, short-loop 
driers, hot-air (hot-flue) drying machines, perforated-drum driers, and stenter drier«, 

Drum driers are used mainly m finishing departments for cotton fabric« and art 
used for drying after bleaching and dyeing. Their prime advantages are their great 
evaporation and low «team consumption (about 1.3 to 1.4 kg of «team per kilogram 
of evaporated water), but they have certain signify ant drawback», such as the 
stretching of the fabric«, despite the application of breaking drives. 

Ue-on-ear (jet-type) drier« are modem devices mat direct an aar jet onto the 
fabric. They are characterized by high evaporation and output, quite low «peciAc 
•team cotnumption ( 1.6 to 2.5 kg per kilogram of water) and very bttJe stretching of 
the fabric along the warp. These driers can lepiace drum drier«. 

Short-loop driers are characterized above al by the fact that may dry the fabric 
contpsesety wnnoui icnsson, «ance ine facete net lootefy on ine rotier« or a niovsng 
conveyor. Then drier« can be used especially for drying fabrics «hat are very n nàtivi 
to «fetching tengthwtoe, that to, fabrics made from regenerated «eButoak rateraeiit 
and staple fibre«, and for drying knitted fabrics. With moat fabric», they are used for 
drying after »baching and dyeing. Fabric«, including knitted one«, can be dried in 
one or two track« or even more. Driers of «hi* kind have superseded the Kxaled 
long loop drier» mat were used formerly. 

Hot-air (hot-fhte) drying mechme* are ateo ttatd for drying dyed fabric«. In driers 
of this kind, the fabric run« through a drying chamber, pasting between two set« of 
ruler» (upper and lower). Air to blown onta the fabric either directly or at a tangent, 
or by jets placed along the fabric on both of it« «ade» either over Ms entire length or 
«nry over part of it, which to a feature of the tatest versions. Drier« of thai kind ate 
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used either individually or in sets, which is the case m tlic aggregates for the 
Thermosol or pad-steam methods of dyeing. The driers are equipped with a drrve that 
makes it possible for the fabric to pass with the lowest poss We kmptudmal «tress. 
Another of the» advantages is that, while their dwüenskms are comparatively «mal, 
their outputs are high. 

Perforated-drum driers, which were used originally for drying kmse film**, are 
now being used also for drying fabrics, and especially knitted ones. They are 
characterized by high output and comparatively low specific steam consumption. 
Their primary drawback is the need for a rigid drive for each individual drum, 
another it that driers of this type do not have the ability to widen the fabrk, which » 
stretched along the weft to a constant width. 

Stenter driers are of four kinds: those that Mow air along the surface of the 
faerie, driers that blow air across the fabric, driers with drum* for pre-dry mi lateral 
ventilation, and jet driers. There are horizontal and multi-layer stenters into which 
the fabrk is introduced by two chaina, which serve to widen the fabric to a gwen 
width and to transport it in this stressed state through the drying chamber. However, 
the chains make it possible to obtain shrinking along the warp for which there M a 
suitable drive system that permits adjustment of speeds. Stenter driers aie used to 
dry nearly all fabrics, inckidmg certain knitted ones. Final drying is utuatty earned 
out on these driers, but they are also very often used for drying between earner 
finishing operations. 

Stenter driers have undergone greater constructional changan ove* ine years than 
those of any other type. These changes concern the action of the drier itself as wei 
at Ms output. Modem stenter driers are, as a rule, constructed as muile drier» m 
which aar is blown at great velocity directly onto the fabric through a peat number 
of hoks at gapa(so<aned noeites). Because of this, and also Because of the adoptant 
of the principle of the greatest possible difference of temperature between the dry- 
and wet-bulb thermometers, the amount of heat afeited to the fabric by the air bee 
been increased significan try. The evaporation of molature from the fabrk follows the 
two bask formulae that characterize the heat and mess transfer, in whkh g m me 
quantity of heat (kcai/hour). F m the tota atea of both sides of ¿>e fabric, ««me 
heat^exchange coefficient, ß m the mass-transfer coefficient. /, » the dry-bulb 
temperature. tm * the wet-bum temperature, W is the amatmt of water evaporated 
(kg/hour). Ä, it the gas constant of steam, T is the absoèute temps rature of 
fff is the absolute pressure of steam on the surfaces, a«dfM is the 
of steam m the drying air: 

e-**, -<•> (II 

In modem jet driers, from I m* m Úm dried fa*rfc M evapora«*» of »to J5 
or even 40 kg/hour is achieved, the high taktet at Mg* fceetmg sterni vafmn, feci» 
evaporation Menâmes are hafhee man those et ternani« with perforasr4drum ertert 
whkh are no longer wed for shght pet-dry svg m modini teenier drstrt. atmoug» 

of this kind were essentiel elements of stentar erim msit bt^ 1^9 Dritvt 
for we with  fabrics of Itght or  mtstdse weight  am  constntcttd a* 

CS 
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rates in the range of 1.300 to 1.400 kg/hour with fabrics 160 cm wide. The rapidity 
of the run of the fabric in such driers has been raised as high as 200 to 250 m/min. 
However, it should be stressed that thick fabrics, such as most woollens or some very 
thick cotton ones, should not be dried in driers with such high intensities of 
evaporation, because the fabrics dry mainly in their surface layers, while the inside of 
the fabric remains wet. For this reason, jet driers with an evaporation intensity not 
exceeding 10 kg/m2/hour are used to dry woollen fabrics. To conserve space, such 
driers are built in layers (as many as six) and are known as multi-layer stenters. 

because of their great advantages, jet driers have superseded practically all of the 
older types of driers, such as those mentioned above that blow the air along or across 
the fabric. Driers of these older kinds are rarely built now although many of them are 
still in op ration. 

The automation of these driers and changes in their drive systems have also 
caused a great rise in their evaporation and output rates. The old driers had driving 
systems with very complex gears, but the present frame driers, whivh are coupled 
with padders, are equipped with double-motor driving systems. However, the electric 
motors can be regulated either steplessly. as regards speed, or they may be coupled 
with gears that permit steptess regulation of revolutions per minute within a wide 
range. Another constructional feature of the new driers is a drive system that makes 
possible the introduction of more fabric on the chains than their linear speed 
amounts to. This is the so-called "overfeeding" system, with which it is possible to 
achieve much more shrinkage of the fabric during the drying. 

The stressing chains that widen the fabric can be made as pin chains, clip chains 
or combined pin-clip chains. In the older frame driers, the fabric was introduced on 
the chains manually, with the result that the position of the edge was not uniform 
but varied when the fabric nane wed suddenly. With manual pinning of the fabrics to 
the chams, the travelling speed of the fabric did not exceed 20 m/hour. However, by 
using the system that automatically controls the position of the chains in the pinning 
¿one in relation to the edge of the fabric, the possibility of increasing the speed of 
the driers to 250 m/min has been achieved. 

Between the drier and the padder there is a compensating roller, called the faller 
roher, which, depending on the tension of the fabric, raises or lowers and decreases 
or increases the speed of the padder, thus permitting good co-ordination of the two 
macmnet (the drier and the padder), with very low stress along the fabric. 

The «enter driers, as well as driers of other types, are now equipped with 
tmtruments for measuring and recording the moisture of the fabric, because it has 
teen noticed that the residual moisture of the dried fabric affects the drying process 
and the properties of the fabric. However, in industrial practice, a tendency to 
overdry the faeries can be seen. Of all the different types of moisture controller, the 
most usual at present are appliances that measure die moisture of the fabric on the 
basis of its chanfes in electrical resistance. 

In recent years, equipment has appeared for the automatic straightening of the 
weft in the fabric. This H impôt tant, since the operative has no means of controlling 
manually the elements that serve to straighten the weft. 

Calculation of the output of frame drier* 

When buying a ne« fabric dryer of any type, it is important to calculate its 
production capacity. 4s a ba»*s for such cakulaoom the tender evaporation (Wt) » 
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assumed. Since tlie permitted tolerance is 10 per cent, this figure should he decreased 
in that proportion to find the real calculated evaporation ( Wc): that is. H'(. = 0M W,. 

Modern jet stenter driers with high rated outputs onl> achieve them when all ot" 
the requirements given in the tender are fulfilled. When other conditions are present, 
some quite serious errors may appear. If, for example, it is accepted that a drier will 
have a guaranteed output when drying a cotton fabric of a width equal to the 
maximum operating width of the drier (bm ) and with a mass (/If) of 100 or 125 g/mJ 

in an absolutely dry state, with a linen weave, not raised, not finished, drying 
normally, brought to the padder-drier aggregate in a dry state, padded in a padder 
with clean water, with a moisture (m) at entry into the drier m, =100 per cent and 
moisture at its exit m2 - 8 per cent, and the pressure of the steam (S) is equal to that 
specified in the tender (for example, p - 4 atmospheres), then the speed of the drier 
(K) will be 

S, X 10,000,000 
V = ¿- (m/hour) (3) 

bmGM(mt ~m2) 

where Hs given in metres per hour, the heat of the steam in calories (Sc), M in grams, 
bm in centimetres, and mx and m2 in percentage. If actual conditions vary from 
those specified in the tender, a certain correction factor (K) should be introduced 
into the calculations. Formula (3) then takes the form 

Sc X 10,000,000 „ 
V = -i — K (4) 

bmG{mx -m2) 

The factor K is the product of a series of component factors kx, k2, k3 etc. 
which take into consideration the effect of each divergence on the conditions given 
in the tender, such as: the weight of the fabric, steam pressure, fabric weave, fabric 
raising, the bringing of the fabric to the aggregate padder-drier in a wet state, raw 
material, moisture of the wet fabric, moisture of the dry fabric, kind of finish with 
which the fabric was padded in the padder, the altitude of the location of the drier, 
the width of the fabric, the impurities on the filter of the circulating air and the 
conditions of the air that surrounds the drier. 

Therefore,*- *, X *3 X *3 X k4 . .  . X *|3 (5) 

In practice, some of the factors can be omitted, if it is assumed that they equal 1. 
In addition, when calculating the rate of production, stoppages for technical 

reasons must be taken into account. The real average speed ( V,) of the drier it then 
calculated according to the formula 

B 
Vf-V  Im/hourJ (6) 

u is the size of the batch (tat running metres) in which there are stoppages 
caused, for example, by a change in finish; 

r, » the down time (in hours) required to readjust the machine because of 
chanfes in the batch being processed; and 

VìE Ûte speed of the drier as calculated according to formula (4). 

i 
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Estimation of the power required lo operate Ifce drier 

In the use of drier*, the consumption of heat futttafty supplied by «team) it 
important and may sometimes be very high. The amplest measure of heat 
consumption is the indicator determining the heat consumption per kilogram of 
evaporated water. If we assume thai steam n the carrier of heat, then the indicator of 
heat consumption is the amount of steam (i) consumed for the evaporation of 1 kg 
of water; that is, 

, - £ (kg/kg) (7) 

where 
D is the total steam consumed by the drier ( kilograms) and 
W is the total evaporation of the drier (kilograms). 

In very favourable conditions, the indicator s can be approximately 1.6 kg/kg, 
but it it usually higher. With incorrect operation, it can amount to 4 to 5 kg/kg and 
even more. 

If the indicator s is too high, the reason for this must be sought. Generally, it 
will be found to lie in the faulty operation of the steam traps, which should always 
receive proper attention. 



AUTOMATION 

Automation n a field of science ami technology. the purpose of which it to 
replace mart, partially or completely, by automatic device* that perform the 
functions of operation, control and supervision of machines and also to control the 
products to the extent that the human hand does noi touch them between the first 
and final phases of the production procesas. 

In a greatly amplified form, human actions in industrial production may be 
characterized as follows: 

fa) Physical activities in which human muscles are used, usually controlled by 
the nervous system; 

(b) Measurement and comparison of the results of physical activities; 
(c) Control (that is, conscious direction) of the activity, according to an 

established programme; 
(d) Calculation of the physical and mental actions performed; 
(e) Projection of a plan of action; that is, a programme based on the acquired 

knowledge accumulated in the memory, on experiments and on the results 
of the preceding action process. The programme is thus a product of the 
mental process. 

The use of human muscular energy in industrial production hau been largely 
eliminated by mechanization. 

According to the definition of automation given above, the machine should 
assume functions that correspond to the higher levels of human activity; that is, 
functions of a mental nature, such as measurement, comparison and directional 
activities, according to the established programme. 

The rang* of mental activities that includes logical functions such as the 
arrangement of plans of action (that is, programme planning), still remains beyond 
the capabilities of machines. In practice, automation means the introduction of 
automatic (that is, self-acting) controls in industrial processes. 

Tht purp wi of automation 

Automatic control devices are employed industrially not only with regard to 
their technological and economic effects but also for humanitarian reasons. 

The advantages of automatic control are many, such as greater productivity, 
higher quality of the products, greater uniformity of the products, more economical 

3* 
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pnx.i «ir.g of the 'na tenais, more economical managcm. it of energy. and reduced 
human effort. 

AH of these factors generally lead to increased productivity. Also, the wide 
introduction of automatic controls into industry hat necessitated the elevation of the 
levels of qualification and education for a considerable number of formerly 
semi-akdhd workers who are needed for the operati«' and maintenance of control 
devices %nd equipment. 

The basic concepts of automatic control 

Automatic control can be defined as the maintenance of a desired value, 
quantity or state by means of measuring the real value, comparing this value with the 
desired one and obtaining their difference, so as to permit the initiation of activities 
that will lead to a reduction of any difference that has resulted from disturbance of 
the operation. An automatic control thus requires a closed-action circuit and a 
reaction produced without human participation. 

The distinctive feature of a controlling activity is that it takes place within a 
closed system m the direction from the controlled variable to an error, then to a 
manipulated variable and again to the controlled variable (figure I). 

Figure I.    Control action to « dotte circuit 

The closed control circuit can be divided into two parts. The first part is a plant; 
that is, an aggregate of controlled devices in which great quantities of energy and 
material are used and processed. The second part of the circuit is a controller; that is, 
a device that incorporates many separate instruments, such as sensors, amplifiers and 
adjusting elements. It comprises those parts of the automatic control system that 
usually receive small quantities of energy. 

A controller normally operates in either of two ways. If it measures the 
controlled variable, the deviation esumate and the manipulated variable without 
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interruption, it is termed a "contmuous controller". The other type is the "impube 
controller", which performs it» function'* periodically (that ts. with pause*). I here m 
also a qualcun ttnuou s type of control that results from the application of a 
non-continuous (impulse) controller that has supplementary mechanisms for object« 
of great inertia. 

Continuous controllers may be divided into several groups according to the way 
in which they react to the error of the controlled variable, as follows 

(ë) Proportional controllers (P); 

(b) Integral controllers < I ). 
{cj Proportional-plus-integral controllers (PI); 

(d) Proportional-plus-dertvatrve controllers (PO); 

(e) PToportional-plus-integral-plus-derTvative controllers (PID). 

Generally speaking, the controller estimates the value of the controlled variable, 
compares its actual value with the desired one. estimates the deviation and produces 
the counteraction required to obtain the smallest possible deviation value, lo 
perform these activities, a controller incorporates a measuring unit, an input unit, a 
comparison élément and a control-adjusting unit. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a 
closed automatic control circuit, showing its relation to the plant and its component 
uniti. 

2    Dktrwm of m mtomtk control tyitem: (A) meisuring unit, (B) rrfufe/iwMtosriJtr 
(control) »tat, (Q input element: (If comptrtmm element, (2) find control unit 

Practical application of automatic controls in the textile industry 

Automation is at present in practical use, to a greater or smaller extent, 
throughout the textile industry, and the scope of its use increases continually. 

Although spinning machines arc rather difficult to control automatically, there is 
nevertheless a continua expansion of their degree of automation. 

In the set of opening machines, a control for feeding individual machines with 
cotton fibre masi is appbed. The principi« of the control constats in maintaining the 
quantity of fibre in the machine within definite limits. Upward or downward 
variation of the fibre mass level affects the switching, on or off of the pneumatic 
transporters or mechanical feeding devices. In this case, the sanrttest type of onoff 
contrôler can be used. 
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A rather «tmdar type of control has als«) been used m woollen cardatg mK^ntt 
that have a "weight contrôler*"' rhat automatica!? wesjhs áe finite quantities of fibre 
ana drop* them onto fh* transporter penodKahV 

More complicated m actum and contamini, alt of the elements of the automatic 
control n the tpwinetf controller med m rmg spatntng frames Iti task is to 
propamine the control «>f me rotational speed of me peof*ttsr*e motor and that of 
the spe*d§*s, depending on the phase of the wtndmg of the yarn un the cop Th« 
conti»! entufes the tension ttabdity of the yarn during naismmmg and thus tend» to 
dei re «se the number of thread breaks. 

The conventional method of production of worsted yarn, for which a hafh 
degree of uniformity is required, demandi the employ in*nt of a peat number of 
ptyings m the preparatory division, and that MI turn, requires a peat number of 
passages through the machines. 

In order to decrease trie high cost» of worsted yarn production, the 
mamifawturers of test de machines are producing shortened machine sett that constat 
of equipment for the automatic equally at um of the drawing diver The tetf-equak/wtg 
equipment thai acquired recognition in wool spinning ts now employed lo a pial 
extent m cott<m-îpinning a» well. These machines equatue th« sliver on the basks of 
automatic change of the draft accordant to chanfrs of thickness of the fat Eng layer. 
However, machines constructed by différent firms are haaed on different principi*». 

Among the mu»t fenerafly used devices of mit type may he included At Rapar 
(United Kingdom) device, which acta on a rnechantcal principi* used in th* frate« 
and Smith (United Kingdom) drawing frame, an electrical device employed in 
Ternate* (Italy ) drawing frames and hydraulic equipment applied m the OTO Melara 
(l:*ry) and SAC M (France) drawing frames. In aN these devices the actual specific 
weight measurement of the input drawing diver is performed mcchanicaMy. 

The measurement made in the Kaper equipment is registered m the mechanic»! 
memory that ad}usts the magnitude of the draft. In electrical or hydraulic 
equipment, the measurement result regulates the draft magnitude by the deceltratinf 
system. The need for decelerating devices is caused by the fact that measurement of 
the thickness of the sliver it performed before it enters the drawing field. 

Experiments are being carried out on the use of radioisotope thickness meter» to 
measuring sliver thickness m automatic equalizing machin«». Such a measuring 
system is used at the drawing frame constructed by IVUT (Czechoslovakia). 

In weaving mils, where alinoti aR of the bask machine elementi of automatic 
control can be found, automation is applied to a far greater extent than m spmning 
mips. 

The sizing and drying units for warp threads deserve special attention. In th« 
warp-suing process, special attention has been given to the needs to maintain a 
constant tension on the warp, both during its passage through tht machine and) 
during winding onto the beam, to maintain a constant concentration and level of sia« 
in the site box and also to maintain c constant humidity of the dried warp. 

Maintenance of a constant tension of the warp thread wound on tht baas» 
requires a proper control of the rotational speed. It it wel known that, to obtain 
high quality of the warp beam, it » necessary to maintain a strictly defined and) 
constant warp tension in each layer. According to tht latest findings, this tension 
should amount to about 25 g per thread, regardless of warp yam count. 

A warp beam driven by a winding device should rotate at a speed sufficient to 
ensure that the threads will be wound with tht required tension at a constant rat« of 
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mm*<ém^tmm <•* M*«n*t4i -„*****» Ih* ünéim* m** fc* 4Ê*i**#té h 
A* **,» *•«! *»*« •**•*!* tt^fil«« ^-mr** <-*# rr* ¿kt~ft#«h rnnàfi i« •****»*» t*> 
*4w**t the **m» êï* hmm$ m af*:mmaà «.»*•*» *>* *ww ««ftrafHW« *»4 *i»> i 

raài?   «*%«*§   í»*   ****tw «««wat«**«   M  ***•,*>  «   H)  pwr   «.««O    -VrttMM«*. 
rrj*t*w li*«f»4 hé% scarne *pM* *mt ti§«*w»¡h Airan the LM* W'Kf» »tíf» 

Mut Ä„ tnnK ríw «tniAkt»* um * Urpt «.ate *«** »e* fm*ém% Mfttffcutt« má •• 
éyt#wff* M A« fNKMÉWt*»« i»*' «ynthtt*. íifcfe* Flottavi «fc.h *• éytmn; «* p*tttaw 
«fytMf 4pfNtra*»ar« t« K #i« fWrm>>*»4 MVAO« mmeá m* ht piwM« «tAtwt 
a*t«m«ttft» MtvptrattMK u*i»<«* 

%*Mh»n»tfc. ttmftfaf>m tonami tt nxi«t »flan tnH lo tn*«a»iMM tubata** 
temperai«*?* AmNf é peí*,«** Urntt« fe» A« pwffov tem hat« m mm for JO te 
J1 ytaft- f ht tatui*««««« «i ptoframme ttmtwrf «« a pta« ittavmm Aat fe« 
NM* potaAla t*** mntntrn ini r of a p*e*.r*«l temferituee BW • ffPt» ptrmal di tint 

WoffwtK. tt*w*f»«**e toatfrol t« tv Hité »*tk moat ttmtát fintafeinf 
tiféqm*** *• ****» tM* * » *•<* M ••*«*» <*ve«i tnathmtf fot ***** aew) kMittt* 
M**« «ml wi t«e*tim«««« maltitofitfNirtwtiM nwthaie». m the taat CM. WNM 

aié*té*ai tumpiartfntntt Mt tuffÉNNi wtih !thtw NW tontrol ámctt. fh#> «ff i*) 
fiMMá M aaiiiwi MKlMMt. jwUtuWh- « UM •nprtptatM« «f www« faèrwt «MR 

(an erwym*t»t étüting apr*t) oe iiafAoi, « MtftttktMf NMCKIMI, m 

mai'haMH fot mmtn WKIAM f*%r»ti <««o ptopaMMM ttmpifUìWt ««Mf«i), 
M«Nti«»i part« uí ^«tcf fr»nwi < wh«ft At miMtttiUKt al MI Mw^tratm«t 
• ferrante »rf  I"  K> 2 (   « n4' ffcat i^irfküitt». n i«>«á»rnaticw NkadHMt, in 
ealniám ( M wK^h htfh «ytaián litai mu« bt wwmaÉwá ti a tmmâtm Irrd) «4 M 

CyHMif OTÍtft IMl At Mbt^ 
(n putts*. H Anulé It H*lt«l ItMl tttt uf MrtumHK Itmf^tratwrt ctwtrofc M 

l»#t*> MtMH ttmptrtltNt i (»tro* KM tito ten ÉMoé»«t4 M MJMI, 

wlktft Mtam lowi wMtt« dxt tKto«#> a ptffotaiff4 pfw Tte 
Kmp»r*twre « c«Mlr«iit4 l>y At Mpctitm of wat«r into At Mtam m A« 
(.mim*» of* At« kMA my tot Mcliiété n ttw pouf kmomm «a 
«MMtrtiMtrt thai n, I Ho* MI «hítete At aft«« contMrwa* n At atMéa( 
ckaiipt tht mam|pi4*lté varuMe ot to At in^p of emttofttrs with «imliavy povtf 
aprati, well at <cGmpmm4 *m {amo-optfat ¡4 rtfuUn*«) Hw*t dtvict« aito can M 

to tht putt? of tofltroèVf» Aal ha*« éffMtt vartaMt aAu*tmtiit»<two-of 
control«» of to Ao« that ha*« »Afttttty vartaèlt M>«atMi (f, ñ mi 

PID comroetT» >. 

For ma«y y tar» At Hkntnw ht« tot* attrastté to At »tcttatty of ma»ita»»| 
As hum»Aty oi ¿neu mmm me knitted fabrkt an a átfmitt »*t* btcatm. * 
ptactKf Aty a#t often ovtréiité. Otr4r>«| drwNMti At OM^Mt of A« éhtft até 
catÉit» «tettfiufatàoji of A« quatttitt of èrtati maUfuh, tastcanSy of wool 
Furthermor«. too much »team M nate, with a mttttMf M«rt«at A éryAf coati. 
Mantial etmtroi of A« coneitnn of At éritè matefial » «niatty Maufficitnt twif 
reitnvtid to tkcnitf»| whether At mattrial M atei wtt or lufncitfitiy éiy. 

For at kan 25 to JO year», átvteta of itvtral kmA for «HoanMac hnintérty 
control have bee« in tut. Some of Atw Arvtctt optratt on At principar of • 

J 
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¿%m toanant of the fabrics «Hhtri m the prmtpie **• ff»e*«ti-renitnt >4 the» 
rttctW'wrtM*. iharat *NÌ *•«• <*fe«r« m the armcipte t*i «ea>«»ér«-m*h»t <>* etettr*.*! 
iWMtam:«. 

Tin fa« <rf (ht* met** «ata éfT<*fMÉ8 »pon Ih« Aeteur*. ^«iláwt <• I t*f th* íJNK 

4fltf %M¿ aVyt«|. thfc lUtMtant haa 4 »»hit of íhouf ' when the ijhcii: H »et thti 
conttant caá h**e « *ah*e M high »s Wl áfpeftáw»| o« tb* water um tent Ihn 
metht»á> JE***H »ery amie1 renalis m etltmrfinf the hutnnl4tv ot fabe*.* «4 á* um*t*nt JI 

a suríate weifht tnrams per *fy*re centimetre). *t *#i*«r* iwtt p*e cormt 
It *;tfc falriti »I co*Maa*fabfy iáktm$ wet^it*. fhw «aWte«*»*.« oí remtlh H 

cMtwd I» làt fati that tilt canattfy <>* the feelrr-umykftarr éaebfitrtt Hrut w, the 
faenen ¿«pernii un the humtáity m m»M ti on the weight oí th* fabric ( oaviftienth 
tbta metí oé M very attéoet* Miti 

flw «vvnni mefhoé' etntatata M mttMwemmt «4 the «at* ehritr* tt> charp >t 
ttv fabric, îhn mrtbtté haa baen Mtk »tei Ite»«« the mafnittMte <tf the tharpe 
appanni not onry on the hwwwiity content but á*> im the ifmtú at *h*h thv IjhrK 

mfow^t the m*.hi«*   the «.harp me;**ate»n«nt i» perti>em«r«l MI * nnitA.tk'« 
toy Mf am of an eat*, trottât ». voltmeter. 

A there' nwthoel ta wtetrry used It H battit m the crow-re«stane« oí the arieti 
fabric. &** mtai M • lofiwrthwK érçt*4tmt of the intricai rearMarn« on the 

of tht fahrte, the hurrwétty chañar p*r *t»tt affevtt the wwta^e 
hy ont orérr. tftat la, by a factor of IO 

Tht eatcttical nwtittatct nataattfra1 accordati to Ihn incwif «*ep«n«» h> tht 
fmtfm an iHt jinméuty ctwttirt to a kmt {hü p*rcrpti*4*l átfre«, th« 

o#wr faeton, «xh at Mtfwt «eig^l. th« kMttf fMwt. 
an4 tht ciw^potttitm of Ih« K»lh wnfftgnatiof the 

fafctic AI of ëmtfacteta a/fecl tht pmmow ef Int tutHMHiwntt by t 3 per cttit in 
of «otton faèrk  an4 fc«r t 5 ptf ¿tut with w«iiÄe»s   C'oaM*|i»Mtly. th« 

of «anicca for th« mnawtfwant w4 KMtni of Kumtdity ate m Mme 
To ofetaan   moa« attutate valuti, it H mcem»ry  tei ^at«. m m 

«ray <fet «nawayèt,  CM th« coftétttmlnf baac i  what humtditic-. of 
étfMtt« aaaoftintati mrft^poaté with the iMicatton of the nwaaüranf etvtet« ma to 
an>t»t At pretti vinata m UM ctwtfotnfi ateorângy. h rmaat b« empnauied that t 
émet fot automati»;  hvmaAty ^ontroi »3«i not rernewe  irntmiflafttie« of eymg 

fot tmamnai, »y «Ma-iinifofftn wrnpNg ot éryinf. 
Tht émlofamit of At eoaislnaetiM of .irtift hat «»treéani a dcïtwt »ftuerke 

of nrv»t«« fut automatic hurntdity contool l>rirr» «if th« otétt types 
(&t ao<aaW4 mtttilaytf «tattlers» tita« a pttt anoiMt of fabrn. *rvì tkmkm ttt 

often taktt ai aloni at 10 marnile*. 
elMffKt«füt4 ly tht fact ttiat tím ttktk » W »to 

In ñutí naatttititt amé ntaan Émm^ foim r*mfty iHmattmitt oaJy (Oto 15 
In At» cafnimtttnctt, the «Kataté "(tea* tun«" of th« áritr » ttèacté 

JiftJtk to automatic c ort t roi Dtvieet fw 
a« «»«ailed m A« tarnte? émra (otac-faMaft dupfcv 

r>, on hot-arf érying mtciitntt an4 m« on eyUnárr éVaav«. 
It mu»; he e man a IM ed that tht rtaiàiai homt*ty of th« fabcK tt a contrôlée 

variaMe Tht rata of inwnny of th« fahrte n a m »tentaied vawèaMc ama » shm§tà to 
coaatant hwmiéaty  of the faerie havinf the   érwt    t-natrtmatt »a 
fatfte hnnatüty by manna of temperature chanfr« M th« drymf air (foe 

by vary mf At pftaaura of the h«atin| tatam m Hat heater or ày cl 
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the ¿mount <»t txhmst air» \ wMtfcd no positive results, primarily because the dead 
times wer ti** k>«| *nd the reaction verv siow 

Sunt' thr >pcril ot passage of the fabric i< i manipulated variable the bam 
condrtion of humidity c<*ttrol H tu equip the drier* with drive des ices lhat permit 
»»finitely vjfwWc speed adjustment Mm condri it m Ha* hern really fulfilled m the 
construct»*! <»t modern dr*rr\ Ihe ¿iKafitages ohtasned hv the employment of 
aut**natic humidity control «»I the dried fabric are the following 

fa) Increase of drier »Mitput by about 10 per cent. 

(hi ikati* «»I the  per unit   consumption of heating steam, alto by about 

IO pei cent, 
it )  The possibtltty of ohf jtmng proper hurt»4tties I lor cotton, about <* per cent, 

and Un »«cote fibre   from M to H per cent! when additional finishes such 
a« Sanfofi/m| and crease-resistance are applied. 

( ont rol of Ihe d> rheth Irvtl 

An automatic level control M seldom used because a constant level it usuafy 
rnmntasnrd by overflow of the excess dye-bath examples can be found, first of aB, 
in pvdémg machines where a constant rate of passage of the fabric t h muffi a paáémg 
«lye-hath M of primary importance. 

The dye-bath level can be regulated by acting on A« soiution inflow The fabric 
pvaamg thrtntglt the femes takes up a quantity of the bath proportional lo Ms weight 
speed and »Mui humidrty  If Hie quantity of the tuêution thus removed H the same 
a» the amount «if «flowing si 4« t ton the level m the bon ( for ex ampie, m the washing 
machine I am not change. 

\ comtant hath level cat. be mamtauved m either of the two foiowmg ways 

fé) ly the mstalation of meter pumps whose áMcharge *t dsrectly prison tonal 
to the spied of the fabric run The coefficient of peopo, .lonanty can be 
adjusted accofemf to the weight m4 humidity of Ac fabric and the 
required degree of impregnation swtfc chemicals, 

(hi £y appscat«*» of a control system that measures the bath level by Means of 
M appropriate de tectmg (kment t feeler > that t-unasret it wKh the tt^tmi 
level and. m the case of discrepancy, sets m mntna a pump or a mtttrng 

\n ftottfodf feriti for srvd measuring cannot be used warn sabitsnsn mat 
product froth, which can cause a short cstYwri of the sens*» electrodes even when the 
actual bath level may be h «ver  In m« case  float systems m pneumatic systems are 

pasWaft^m  WW WmT mm   maTmBasr^wW»   ^* Pan InanRi'f RRmFatpmwwwmWmswsl iPw   wWsp PHPs^^ptfil WtJ WPaW m^gJgvMP 

n dit trough M transformed hat» peopwtwssal ail pee ma» that cmtfmei mf 
amaeetsM ot mf pump oe metering 1 

fumimi ad 

m mfH lester fsssshiruj protesse*,  treatments ate 
water attd contami »annus e he ant ai aoVaitrvea such a 
sait*. Tbr aectmtv the« arises to apply control devices 
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concentration of the solution on the level required for the given process so that 
disturbing influences may be disregarded. 

Three types of concentration-control systems are in present use, as follows. 
(a) A system whereby conductometric methods for concentration measurement 

are applied. These methods are based on the dependence of the conductivity 
of the solutions on their electrolyte content. Systems of this kind have been 
useJ successfully with solutions of hydrochloric acid, sulphurous acid, soda 
lye, sodas and the like. 

(b) Systems that apply the photo-electric method for concentration 
measurement (the absorption coefficient of the light depends on the dye 
substance concentration in the solution). Devices of this type are used to 
control the concentration of dyestuff in a solution. 

(c) Systems in which measurement is performed by an automatic titration 
device. These systems do not perform measurement continuously but in a 
periodic (impulse) manner. 

All of these control systems influence the magnitude of the chemical influx in 
given process by means of automatically controlled valves or metering pumps. 

The control of fabric tension in finishing 

One of the principal demands placed at present upon finishing processes, and 
especially with fabrics made from artificial fibres, is the tensionless passage of the 
fabric, so as to minimize shrinkage. 

The fulfilment of this condition requires appropriate changes in the construction 
of the machine and in the power transmission system. Such changes are especially 
necessary when the machine has a multimotor system of power transmission or when 
the process is performed in a system of two or more machines coupled in line. 

The multi-box open-width washing machine is a good example. It has a 
multimotor drive, and the padder-drier unit is perhaps the simplest example of such a 
machine set. Between the successive paire of squeezing rollers of the washing machine 
(each pair is driven by a separate motor), as well as between the padder and drier 
(each machine has its own driving motor), devices must be installed to correct 
changes in fabric tension caused by changes in the rotational speed of the next motor 
in the series. 

In the examples mentioned above, the rotational speed of the next motor is 
usually changed; for example, the speed of the driving motor of the second pair of 
squeezing rollers is changed with respect to a box of a washing machine and to the 
driving motor of a padding machine. In a padder-drier unit, the driving motor of the 
padder is the leading one because, at a change of the speed of the set, only its speed 
is changed from the control panel or by means ot automatic humidity controllers. In 
multi-box washing machines, this function is performed by the driving motor of the 
last pair of squeezing rollers (that is, those located at the delivery end of the 
machine). In multimotor driving systems, drives with compound direct-current 
motors in Leonard's system are used. There are only a few multimotor systems that 
use an alternating-current commutator motor. In two-motor systems, driving by 
Leonard's system is also used, as the asynchronous motors coupled with P.l.V. 
transmissions or with Behringer's hydraulic transmissions. 
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The rotational speeds of the various driving motors are controlled by properly 
balanced compensating rollers, which are activated by the horizontal and vertical 
movements caused bv longitudinal tension on the tabric. 

Compensating rollers cannot be used with very fine fabrics, for them, a sensor is 
used that acts without contact. In this method, the tension is noted at definite points 
in the length of the sag in loops of the fabric while it hangs freely. Variations, 
whether greater or less than the standard, are detected by changes in the flux of light 
falling on a photo-electric cell. These changes in the light flux change the current in 
the photo-electric cell, which in turn changes the rotational speed of the next motor 
in the series and thus the rate at which the fabric travels. 

Straightening of the weft 

During the finishing process, a change of weft position in relation to the warp 
often occurs, and bevels, bows and waves appear. Deformations of this kind can be 
removed and this is usually done in a stenter drier with appropriate mechanical 
devices Until recently these devices were controlled manually, which decreased the 
rate of fabric passage. In the last few years, however, devices for the automatic 
control of weft straightening have appeared that can operate at speeds unattainable 
with manual control. 

There   are   three  automatically   controlled  methods  for eliminating  weft 
deformation: 

(a) With photo-electric sensing; 
(b) With the sensing of plotted markings, which define the rectilinear track of 

the weft; 
(c) With mechanical sensing. 
The devices that operate on the principle of photo-electric sensing include two 

photo-electric cells that have diaphragms with pre-set gaps set betweentfiem and the 
illuminators. The gaps are set up at a definite angle (for example, +6 and 6 ) in 
relation to the proper position of the weft. 

When the weft appears to have shifted 6° from the normal position, one gap is 
completely covered and the other is strongly lighted, causing a signal, the intensity of 
which is a measure of the crooking of the weft. The photo-electric cells are placed on 
one side of the fabric and the illuminators are set out on the other side. The device is 
usually equipped with three heads, each of which is supplied with a pair of 
photo-electric cells. The six ceUs are spaced across the width of the fabric. The 
measured value of the weft deformation is thus obtained. An electronic deformation 
analyser can give four orders, namely: 

(a) Arc to the front; 
(b) Arc to the back; 
(c) Right diagonal to the front; 
(d) Left diagonal to the front. 
Fabric through which light cannot pass can be supplied with markings of weft 

perpendicularity plotted in the form of points set at definite intervals. These points 
can be sensed by means of indicative sensors if they contain a ferritic powder, or by 
photo-electric cells if they are marked with brightly glittering dyestuffs. The sensor 
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simultaneously controls the position of two points: one from the reverse side of the 
fabric, the second from the obverse side. 

When a weft deformation (usually bevelling) appears, the device functions on the 
basis of a measurement of the time difference between the appearance of the first 
and the second points. An order sent by the controller then straightens the bevels. 

The third mechanical method is employed in the case of fabrics led without the 
use of chains. In this situation, the weft deformation affects the warp deformation. 
For measurement of both the warp and weft deformations, a very sensitive sensing 
wheel can be used, the plane of which is set up according to the direction of warp 
threads on which it lies. The position of the wheel axis is registered on the 
potentiometer, which gives the proper orders to the device that straightens the weft. 



The organization of repairs in the Polish textile industry 

by 

A. Znosko 

The mam duty of repair services in textilt industry is to maintain the full 
efficiency of all buildings and plant equipment. Regulations concerning the authority 
and responsibilities of the repair services in Poland have been established. 

Generally, the repair function in the textile industry may be divided into 
activities concerning machinery and production equipment and those concerning the 
plant buildings. This division is reflected in differences in organization. 

In Poland, for the care of machinery, the method of periodical and standard 
repairs is applied. Buildings on the other hand are subjected to overhaul repairs. 
Methods for the repair of machinery and buildings have been codified into a System 
of Planned Preventive Repairs (SPPR). 

The system of planned preventive repairs 

This system includes all organizations and technical enterprises that have to do 
with protection, inspection, operation and repairs of buildings, grounds, and 
machinery. Preventive maintenance is performed according to a previously fixed 
plan. A system of this kind can ensure conditions for the maximal improvement of 
resources over as long a period of exploitation as may be technically and 
economically justified, and for the planned interrelation of repair and production 
activities. 

SPPR has many advantages, the most important of which are the three 
following: 

(a) It lays primary stress on die prevention and retardation of wear and tear. 
(b) Particular attention is given, not to major repairs, but to minor repairs and 

to periodical and conservation repairs, since these are of prime importance 
for the proper maintenance of the plant and for the extension of periods of 
operation. 

(c) It permits the planning of repair activities in connexion with the general 
economic programme of the plant. 

SPPR is based upon scientific and technical principles and also on a set of 
rational, economic and technical indices. The actions and operations of this system 
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are   incorporated   into   suitable   instructions  and  regulations conccning  both 
exploitation and maintenance activities. 

These regulations are entitled "Instruction for exploitation and repair action" 
and include the following elements: 

(a) The manner of preparation for exploitation, and for the putting into 
operation, control and stopping of machinery and equipment; 

(b) The service, maintenance and lubrication of machinery and equipment; 
(c) Technical conditions of exploitation ; 
(d) The principles governing overhauls, minor and current repairs, and of 

control inspections. They determine the frequency of repairs, periods 
between repairs, the timing of a given repair, its range, the number of 
specialists needed in the repair crew, the list of needed spare parts and 
materials, and regulations for technical checking of the acceptability of the 
completed works; 

(e) Guide-lines for the use of control and measurement instruments, 
fff  The recording of repairs; and 
fg)  Regulations for work and fire safety. 

The exact observation of these regulations permits the plant to operate without 
breakdowns and provides for the proper protection of machinery and its rational, 
economical and technical use. 

Methods of repair 

The three following methods are contemplated in SPPR: repairs after inspection, 
planned periodical repairs and standard repairs. 

The method of repairs after inspection is the simplest of these. In the textile 
industry, it is applied only for buildings, water-supply and sewerage installations 
air-conditioning systems and, exceptionally, for some unusual machines about which 
insufficient information is available. 

In this method, only the time of inspection and the size and composition of the 
inspection crew is planned. Generally, such inspections take place twice yearly. The 
inspection consists in the testing of particular parts, and the fundamental purpose is 
to determine the rate of wear and tear and to establish the range of repair work. 
Based on the findings, a suitable documentation is prepared and spare parts for the 
repair are procured. 

The disadvantage of this method is that the range and time of repair an not 
planned in advance but determined only after the inspection. It is therefore the 
method applied mainly for buildings, where the determination of the range of repair 
and time required is rather difficult to anticipate. 

The method of planned periodical repairs is a system of higher order. By this 
method it is possible to plan all repair work in advance and calculate its optimum 
timing and range. Thif ein be done on the basis of knowledge of the operating 
characteristics of the machines and of the pattern of their wear. 

The mam feature of periodical repairs is that all repair work is dealt with in a 
planned period, called the overhaul cycle, which is defined as the time interval 
between two consecutive general overhauls. During this period, inspection, 
preservation and lubrication operations and repairs of various kinds are made at 
predetermined intervals and in a definite order. 
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The length of the overhaul cycle is determined by the permissible degree of wear 
of the parts and assemblies of the machine in question. The range of the repair must 
ensure the normal operation of the machine, at least until the next overhaul. 

The application of the periodical repairs method makes it possible to draw up 
plans for repairs, for the purchase of spare parts and materials, for the planning of 
labour utilization and of financing. It also makes possible the rather exact 
determination of the scope and kind of repair shops needed and the interrelation of 
repairs with the productive activity of the plant. The primary advantage of the 
periodical planned repairs method is the possibility of complete preparation for the 
given repair and the avoidance of unplanned stoppages of the machinery and 
equipmen» 

This method is obligatory in the textile industry and is applied to all machinery 
and technical equipment except for machines of key importance, such as 
turbo-generator», the main power machinery and large production aggregates. With 
equipment of this kind, the method of standard repairs is used. 

The method of standard repairs is characterized by exactly determined times of 
obligatory stoppage of a given machine and the execution of the determined range of 
repair work, irrespective of the actual condition of elements to be replaced. The 
repairs are made according to a previously elaborated technology, and the repair 
periods are eitablished tit a manner that will ensure that the wear and tear on 
individual machine parts will not exceed the permissible limits during the overhaul 
cycle, »nee the standard repairs method increases the use of spare parts. However, 
tome of the elements replaced can be re-used, after miitabte selection, m a subsequent 

repair. 
The method of standard repairs has the advantage of reducing machinery 

down-time to a minimum and alto permits the performance of all preparatory work 
before the actual repair. 

Repairs made by this method are more expensive than those made by the 
method of periodica repairs, but the basic importance of some machines and 
equipment in manufacturing processes justifies this increase of costs. Also, the 
application of this method ensures the absolute continuity and reliability of 
machinery. 

Kinds ofrtpawand mmniemtue aervke 

The 'oUowing maintenance and repair operations are foretten in SPPR: current 
maintenance, periodic inspection, current repair, intermediate repair and general 
overhaul (major repair). 

Current (¡nter-repairi maintenance is the bask preventive operation. The currect 
organization of the maintenance strviee ensures a period of longer uttlizability of 
equipment, lowers down-time for repair and maintains good machine performance 
Current maintenance comprises the correct supervision of the machine, cleaning by 
the cleaning crew, changing of oil and other lubricants according to the special 
time-schedule by the lubricating crew, the supervision of the correct use of machine, 
regulation of mechanisms and elimination of minor irregularities of operation. 

Periodic inspection work is performed according to the time-schedule. The 
causes of damage to machine elements and assemblies that are inaccessible io direct 
observation are determined. With suitable control and measurement instruments, the 
technical state of details is asceitained and the regulation and precision of their 
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operation is tested. Inspection is performed without interrupting production, during 
technical stoppages, in the time between shifts or even on non-working days. 

Current repair is characterized by small operations, such as the changing of a 
small number of worn parts and the regulation of mechanisms. Repair of this kind 
ensurei normal operation during the period before the next overhaul. The lifetime of 
parts is equal to or even less than in the overhaul cycle. Current repair is performed 
during any normal stoppage of machinery. 

Intermediate repair is the kind of planned repair that requires a partial 
dismantling of the machine. During such repairs, some parts and assemblies are 
changed so as to restore the precision, efficiency and productivity of the machine 
until the next general overhaul. The lifetime of the parts is the same as for the period 
between two intermediate repairs. Although the machinery is not dismantled 
completely, its operation must be interrupted. 

General overhaul includes repairs within the major range of planned operations. 
The machine is almost entirely dismantled, and all worn parts and assemblies arc 
replaced. This restores the efficiency and precisior of the machine almost to their 
original levels. During the general overhaul, modernization may also be attempted. 
This means that not only technical wear but, when possible, obsolescence should be 
corrected. 

The experience acquired with SPPR permits the introduction of additional 
technical and organization forms; namely, complex repairs and shop repairs. 

Complex repair is characterized by dismantling the machine into assemblies thai 
are convenient for repair work. Such repairs are previously prepared in the shop. 
After preparation on special regulation stands, such a rebuilt assembly is replaced in 
the machine as a unit instead of only individual parts. The early preparation of an 
assembly shortens the down-time of machinery. The system is applied at this time to 
some selected textile machines such as carding machines and roving and spinning 
frames. 

Shop repair is performed in the textile industry in plants that have many 
machines of the same type or machines such as looms that are of small size and 
therefore may be transported easily. 

In plants in which shop repairs are made, a number of reserve machines are 
required. A reserve machine is repaired in the repair shop, exactly controlled and 
then transported to the work-place. From the production point of view, this is one of 
the better repair methods, since the actual production stoppage covers only the time 
needed to disconnect the worn maclune and bring in, set up and set in operation the 
repaired, re-painted, run-in and controlled machine. 

After major or intermediate repair and after service testing, the machine is 
delivered to the head of the manufacturing department, with a record of delivery. 
This record contains the date, the personnel roster of the repair crew and an estimate 
of the cost of the repair. The receipt for the machine is divided into primary and 
definitive parts. The primary receipt records the repair quality and the mechanical 
properties of the machine before it is introduced into the production line white 
it is still accessible for any testing. The definitive receipt is completed after a 
determined time of production by the repaired machine without any damage and 
after it has produced a suitable amount and quality of its product. A supplementary 
control consists in the measurement of the power input. 
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Organization of repair and maintenance services 

The principle of organization of repair and maintenance is uniform throughout 
the Polish textile industry and is based upon SPPR. Only the number of repair 
workers and the equipment of repair shops vary. depending on the si/.e of a particular 
plant and the characteristics of its production and machinery. 

Repair service organization is of a mixed ty ;x?; that is. some of the operations are 
centralized, others are decentralized. Hie centralized elements include repair shops, 
major and intermediate repairs of machinery, and all repairs of buildings. 

Manufacturing departments are responsible lor the proper technical state of their 
machinery, for maintenance operations and for current repairs. The responsibility of 
manufacturing departments is relieved only when a machine is turned over, together 
with a transfer record, to the Chief engineer for major or intermediate repair. The 
Chief Engineer is an inspection officer who controls the correct exploitation of 
machinery, its maintenance and the execution of current repairs. This officer is the 
chief of the repair service and bears the full responsibility for the maintenance of 
machinery, equipment and buildings in a proper technical state that will ensure the 
optimal operation of the plant. 

The Chief Engineer superintends and bears responsibility for the proper 
functioning of the repair shop, the economical operation of the tooling and 
lubrication services, the acquisition of materials and supplies, the production and 
repair of spare parts and the proper exploitation of repair machines and construction 
equipment. 

The repair service is divided into branches for management and execution. The 
management branch is divided into the six following ranges of operation: 

(a) The Division for Planning Reports and Statistics maintains the file on 
equipment used for repair purposes, for planning on the basis of standards 
of annual and long-term repair programmes, for planning the modernization 
of machinery, for the elaboration of a time-table for repairs and for the 
planning of building repairs, reports and statistics. 

(b) The Division for Repairs of Buildings is responsible for the continuous 
inspection of buildings, for the planning of current building repairs and 
maintenance, for the preparation of documentation for repairs, for the 
inspection of completed repairs of buildings, for acceptance of repairs, for 
the costing of repairs and for ordering building materials. 

(c) The Division for Technical Documentation takes care of the archives of 
technical documentation for repairs of machinery and equipment, the 
execution of workshop drawings and catalogues of spare parts, the 
documentation for modernization and the documentation of instruments 
and their proper use. 

(d) The Division for Spare Parts records the amounts and kinds of necessary 
spare parts, orders spare parts from producers, inspects existing stocks of 
spare parts, orders materials for the in-plant production of spare parts and 
prepares statistics on the use of spare parts in repairs. 

(e) The Division for Technical Inspection is responsible for the inspection and 
coordination of intermediate and major repairs of machinery, the receipt of 
machines for repair, the technical receipt after repairs, the elimination of 
worn machines, the inspection of production machinery and of current 
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repairs in manufacturing departments, and for the analysis and recording of 
machinery breakdowns. 

(f) The Division for Oils and Greases maintains the archives of lubrication 
regulations, new regulations of lubrication, standards for lubricant use, 
statistics of the use of fresh lubricants and the return of used ones, the 
inspection of supply of lubricants and of the work of the lubricating crew 
and the control of the lubricant quality. 

The larger textile plants have both central repair shops and small shops in 
individual manufacturing departments. The latter deal exclusively with minor repairs 
of machine parts and current repairs. Central repair shops are small plants for the 
production of spare parts. Since they produce many different objects in short series, 
such shops must have universal equipment. Repair s; ops perform functions such as 
machining, bench work, heat and plastic treatment, welding, tin-smithing, materials 
storage and cutter-shop and tool-room operation. 

The executive branch of the repair service is divided into the following five 
lections: 

(a) The chief of the central repair shop is in charge of control workers, foremen 
and workers of different crews, a planning specialist, a tool engineer, a cosí 
accountant and shop office workers. 

(b) The wood-working and pattern shop executes all joinery work and 
pattern-making. 

(cj The building crew includes masons, carpenters, roofers, painters and 
glaziers. 

(d) Repair  crews  perform  general overhauls and intermediate repairs of 
spinning, weaving and finishing machinery. 

U) The  store-room for spare parts operates in close collaboration with the 
inspector of quality of spare parts obtained from in-plant production shop 
and by purchase. 

The executive branch of the repair service also includes a Department for 
Modernization and Repairs. Its operation range is as follows: 

Documentation of spare parts for older machines (that is, those produced before 
1945); 
Preparation of new catalogues of spire parts, 
Establishing branch archives of documentation; 
Co-ordination of the design offices of different plants; 
Standardization of spare parts; 
New production techniques for spare parts; 
Testing of the wear of spare parts; 
Establishing technical standards for the receipt and storage of spare parts; 
Drawing up regulations for repairs, lubrication and exploitation of machinery; 
Investigation of new lines for modernization; 
Testing of prototypes of textile machines; 
Establishing principles for the construction of new machines; 
Testing of substitute materials and plastics; 
Testing of anticorrosion materials; 
Investigation of new improvements in repair methods; 
Study of the economic effectiveness of repairs; 
Investigation of new methods of organization of the repair service. 



SOME PROBLEMS OF WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE-WATER 
TREATMENT IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

by 

T. Sedzikowki and E. Kwasik 

Water in the textile industry 

Water demand 

About 69 per cent of the water consumed in the textile industry is used in 
production processes. About 6 per cent is lost, and the remaining 25 per cent is used 
about as follows: power supply, IS per cent; drinking-water, 9 per cent; and 
miscellaneous, 1 per cent. 

The water demand in different sections of textile industry varies widely. In 
spinning and weaving mills, water demand is slight and is used mainly for sanitary 
purposes. Great amounts of water are used in the washing, dyeing, bleaching and 
retting processes. 

Water consumption also differs between plants, even when production processes 
and machinery are alike. Measurements of water consumption show that unit 
consumption (in litres or cubic metres per running metre or per kilogram) deviates 
considerably from mean values. The range of unit water consumption in various 
operations is shown in table 1. From the figures of this tabla and the production 
volume of a given plant, it is possible to estimate the total water demand for it. As 
the production of large textile plants ranges approximately from 100,000 to 250,000 
running metres per day in the cotton industry, 5,000 to 25,000 running metres per 
day in the woollen industry and about 4,000 running metres per day in 
rayon-finishing plants, the water demand for these plants is 12,000 m3/day, 
5,000 m3/day and 4,000 m3/day, respectively. 

The requirement for fresh water for feeding boilers in plants with dyeing and 
finishing departments is small, not exceeding 10 per cent of the production-water 
demand. 

Quality requirements for water 
The requirements for boiler water are analogous to those for boilers in other 

branches of industry. They depend entirely on the type of boiler used. 
Water for use in finishing operations must meet only three standards. The actual 

requirements are the following: 
(a) The water must not have too high a content of heavy-metals salts, as they 
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TABLE 1.     CONSUMPTION OF WATER IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY  PROCESSES* 

Water consumption Remarks 

Cotton industry 
Bleaching of yarn 
Bleaching of fabrics 
Mercerizing 

Dyeing of fabrics: 
continuous process 
periodic process 

Dyeing of yarn 

Washing after printing 
Generally 

Rayon and silk industry 
Dyeing of yarn 
Bleaching of fabrics 
Dyeing of fabrics in 

winch machines 

110—220 litre/kg 
1,500—3,700 litre/100 m 
700—1,500 litre/100 m 

1,200—1,250 litre/100 m 
1,200—5,000 litre/100 m 

60—200 litre/kg 

1,500—2,500 litre/100 m 
50 litre/m 

240 litre/kg 
275 litre/kg 

175 litre/kg 

Depends on method 
Depends on method 
Depends on method 

Depends on method 
and dyestuffs used 

Depends on method 
and dyestuffs used 

For 1 running metre 
of fabric 

Dyeing in vate 
Bleaching in vats 

Generally 

1,000 litre/100 m 
1,250 litre/100 m 

60—70 litre/m Fori running metre 
of fabric 

Flax industry 
Retting 
Wet spinning 
Bleaching of fabrics 
Dyeing of fabrics 

Generally 

Wool industry 
Washing of loose wool 
Carbonization 

20—60 litre/kg 
5 litre/kg 
200—450 litre/kg 
150—240 litre/kg 

150—200 litre/kg 

80—150 litre/kg 
130—200 litre/kg 

Depends on method 

For 1 running metre 
of fabric 
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TABLE 1    (amliiiMd) 

Water consumption Remarks 

Washing of hair wastes 
in oval vats 

Dyeing of loose fibre 

Dyeing of combed wool 

Dyeing of yarn on cross 
cops 

Dyeing of pieces 

Washing of pieces 

Generally 

525 litre/kg 

80—150 litre/kg 

150 litre/kg 

200 litre/kg 

150—290 litre/kg 

110 -2"0 litre/kg 

250 litre/m 

350 litre/m 

For 1 running metre 
of carded fibre 
For 1 running metre 
of combed fibre 

«The volume of wuti water it roughly 90—100 per cent as great as total water consumption. 

can cause discolouration of the fibre. In the water for bleaching, the iroi 
content must be below 0.1 parts per million (ppm), and manganese conten 
must not exceed 0.05 ppm. The limitations for drinking-water are stricter 
0.3 ppm and 0.1 ppm for iron and manganese respectively. In water fo 
dyeing, the content of these metals may be as high as 1 ppm. 

(b) The water must be soft. Total hardness must be kept within the limits of 
to 2 milligram equivalents (mval) per litre. In some cases the hardness o 
water may be higher up to 4 mval/litre. Absolutely soft water is unsuitabl 
for finishing purposes, since the soap used would be too strongly absorbei 
by the fabric, which would necessitate long rinsing and consequently low« 
machine productivity. 

(c) The water must be free from mechanical contaminations (suspended mattei 
and micro-organisms, and it should not be discoloured. However, littl 
attention is paid to this last consideration. 

It is thus clear that the requirements for water purity in textile industry ai 
more stringent than those for drinking-water. Nevertheless, for some product» 
operations the requirements can be considerably lower. It has been shown in som 
investigations that water with a biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) of even 50 t 
70 ppm may be used with good results for leaching acid washing and rinsing fror 
acid in the cotton-bleaching process. Also, for retting, surface water with a hig 
content of organic matter (BOD of more than 50 ppm) can be used. 

This entire problem is presently under detailed study in connexion with tri 
secondary utilization of polluted waters. 

Methods of water purification 
In order to attain the above-mentioned requirements for water, suitabl 

arrangements must be made. Their nature depends upon the quality of raw wate 
Subsoil waters will usually require softening and removal of iron. Coagulation wit 
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aluminium sulphate and rapid filters are applied to surface waters. BoUer-feed water 
is softened by liming, lirne-and-soda treatment, and by ion-exchange. Generally, the 
methods used are the same as in community waterworks and in other industries. 

Waste water 

Quantity and quality of textile industry wastes 

The problem of waste water from textile industry is rather complicated, since 
this industry uses a great variety of raw materials, intermediate products and 
chemicals. Methods of production also vary widely. 

As noted in the footnote to table I, the quantity of waste water discharged into 
sewerage per production unit is roughly from 90 to 100 per cent of total water 
consumption. An important fact is the flow of waste waters caused by different finish- 
ing machinery and technology applied is irregular. The same machinery in the same 
plant can produce different waste flows when different dye-stuffs are used. Similarly, 
each change in die number of machines will change the amounts and composition of 
waste waters. 

Generally, the hour-variability index1 of waste waters exceeds 2, and in small 
plants this index may be considerably greater. The flow rate varies with rather great 
frequency; for example, it may be that the greatest volumes of waste water are 
discharged only once per shift, once per day or even once in several days. Evaluation 
of the inequality of waste water flow requires either the detailed analysis of all 
production operations based upon the plant project or the measurement of flow 
rates. 

The qualitative characteristics of waste water are variable to a great extent and, 
even in the same industry branch, depend on the dye-stuffs and raw materials used, 
their ratios and the type of machines that are employed. Table 2 contains a summary 
comparison of limit and mean values of waste contaminants of water in the wool, 
cotton and rayon industries. Generally, these concentrations vary within broad limits 
for different plants. 

The evaluation of the quantity and quality of waste waters must be made in 
close connexion with production analysis and the chemicals and production 
processes used, and must be bated upon the plans for a new plant project or 
examination of an existing one. For existing plants suitable measurements and 
chemical analyses must be made, and for plants in the project stage, the 
characteristics of waste water from s similar existing plant can be considered. 

Requirements for waste waters, depending on the means at their disposal 

Waste water from a textile plant may go into a community sewerage network or 
directly tatto a river. The reqbhvntentt for sewage quality are different in these two 
cues. The necessary pre-treatment condition of lie waste water determines the size 
of a suitable sewage plant. 

¡Macharte of sewage into a sewerage network 

In this case, in addition to characteristics of the waste waters from a given plant, 
at least the approximate quality data of sewage in the municipal system upstream 
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from the wastes inlet must be known. This is necessary in Poland, because 
permissible concentrations of wastes, when mixed with a given industrially polluted 
water, have been set by law. Therefore, otherwise identical plants must deal with 
their wastes in different ways, depending on the size of the municipal sewer. The 
maximum permissible values of some contaminants in communal sewers are shown in 
table 3. Sewage of these kinds may be treated in a biological sewage plant. However, 
the legal limitations do not necessarily ensure the correct functioning of the 
biological sewage plant. Consequently, industrial wastes must be suitably treated in 
the textile factory. Nevertheless, such treatment is not always possible or 
economically justifiable. In arguing in some cases against the planning of a local 
sewage-treatment plant it may be stated that: 

(a) Waste water from the cotton industry does not interfere with the process of 
biological treatment, even when its amount is considerable in comparison 
with normal sanitary sewage. In some cases the ratio of cotton industry 
wastes may be 95 per cent of the total sewage. When sulphur or aniline dyes 
are used, the ratio must be lower. When the plant is not far from the 
municipal sewage-treatment plant, because of the fluctuation of pH values 
and the possibility of there being a toxic compounds content, a suitable 
equalization of wastes composition may be effective. 

(b) Waste water from the wool industry is only rarely free from chromium and 
considerable amounts of sulphides and fatty compounds. They can 
therefore be deleterious to biological sewage treatment. The ratio of wool 
waste water to total municipal sewage must be low; in some cases only 2 per 
cent is permissible. If the ratio is higher, the wastes must be pre-treated to 
equalizing its composition and to remove noxious compounds. 

(c) Waste water from the flax industry, when it flows off at a uniform rate, may 
safely be accepted into a community sewage-treatment station. However, 
the fact must be taken into account that high concentrations of organic 
matter in retting wastes may essentially influence the size of the municipal 
sewage-utilization plant. 

(d) Waste water from the rayon and silk industry may be treated similarly to 
that from cotton plants. 

TABLE 3.    MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE C»NCBNTRATIONS OF CONTAMINANTS 
IN SEWAGE 

Maximum 
Contamination Unit value 

Biological oxygen demand (BOD,), expressed 
in oxygen units (Of) mg/Utre 700.0 

Suspension mg/Utre 330.0 

Chloride (CI) mg/Utre 350.0 

Magnesium compounds, expressed in MgO units mg/litre 300.0 

Sulphate (SO J mg/litre 300.0 

Phenols mg/litre 40.0 

Methanol mg/Utre 15.0 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 

Maximum 

Contamination Unit value 

Detergents mg/litre 10.0 

Carbon sulphide (CS2) mg/litre 5.0 

Sulphide (S) mg/litre 3.0 

Cyanide (CN) mg/litre 1.0 

Heavy metals (Ag, As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, 
Ni, Sb, Zn) — global mg/litre 1.0 

Zinc (Zn) mg/litre 5.0 

Nickel (Ni) mg/litre 25.0 

Chromium (Cr) mg/litre 0.2 

Fats and greases mg/litre 50.0 

Inorganic salts mg/litre 1,000.0 

Reaction PH 6.5—9.0 

Temperature °C 35.0 

Discharge of sewage into rivers 
In Poland, rivers used for the disposal of waste water are divided into four classes 

by law, depending on the utilization of their water and specifying the maximum 
permissible contents of contaminants. The maximum values concern the mean 
low-water flow of the receiving river and are valid for the dilution ratios of waste 
waters from 1:6 to 1:20. Other ratios are determined for special conditions. 
Industrial waste water must also meet additional requirements. The permissible 
concentrations in Poland of contaminants in rivers and in waste waters discharged 
into them are shown in table 4. 

It can be seen from this table that the requirements are so high that, as a rule, 
effective treatment of sewage is necessary; 80 per cent removal of BOD and chemical 
oxygen demand (COD) must be reached. 

Methods for the treatment of waste water 

In the treatment of waste water from the textile industry, the three following 
methods are generally applied: 

(a) Mechanical (physical) treatment, which consists of the elimination of 
floating particles, fats and quickly settling suspensions. Mechanical 
treatment requires devices for equalizing the quantity and the quality of 
waste water (retention tanks). 

(b) Chemical treatment consists in the elimination of colloidal particles and 
dissolved components, mainly inorganic but also some organic ones. 

(c) Biological treatment for removal of colloids and dissolved organic 
substances. 
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TABLE 4.     SOME MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONTAMINATION VALUES OF 
RIVERS DURINO MEAN LOW WATER FLOW AND OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 

DISC HARGID INTO RIVIRS 
(in dilutions from I: ft to I 20) 

Contamination 

Maximum values in rivers 

For 
basic use 

For 
municipal 
use 

For 
salmon 
fisheries 

For 
agricultural 
use 

Maximum 
values 
In waste 
waters 

Temperature (°C) 26 26 20 26 35 
Residue after 

evaporation 
Suspension 30 20 10 

1,200 
30 60 

Smell (plant smell 
scale, 1—6) 1—6 3 1—6 1-6 

Colour Natural Natural Natural Natural 100 

pH 6.8—9.0 6.8—9.0 6.8—8.5 6.8—9.0 3 AJ^mmw^M 

Oxygen Above 4 Above 4 Above 5 Above 4 
Total alkalinity 

(mval/litre) Above 0.6 Above 0.6 Above 0.6 Above 0.6 1.0 
BOD5 8 4 4 8 30 
Oxidizability 30 20 20 30 80 
Decay time (days) Above S Above 5 Above 5 Above 5 
Chloride — 250 250 400 2,500 
Sulphate — 50 50 250 500 
Organic nitrogen 
Nitrate 

2 
0.1—3.0 

2 
0.1—3.0 

2 
0.1—3.0 

2 
0.1—3.0 1—13 

Ammonia 2 2 2 2 
Iron — 1 0.3 — 5 
Zinc 0.7 — 0.02 0.7 1 
Manganese 

l           Chromium (VI) 0.1 
0.1 
0.05 

0.1 
0.05 0.1 

1 
1 

Chromium (III) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 
]            Silver 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 1 
j            Copper 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 
1           Phenols 0.02 0.005 0.005 0.02 1 
]           Oils and fats No visible 

film 
No visible 
film 

No visible 
film 

No visible 
film 

30 
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Both chemical and biological treatments can be successful only when the waste 
water is equalized in quantity and quality and gross contaminations aie removed 
from it Therefore, such treatments must follow mechanical treatment. 

The water-treatment devices in general use are well known, so discussion here is 
limited to only some of the problems that concern their proper size. 

Since the sewage produced by the textile industry contains only small amounts 
ot uiickly settling suspensions, preliminary sedimentation basins are not used 1 he 
first >tep in the treatment of sewage is screening through fine racks For wastes from 
the woollen industry, mesh screens and aerated grease-remoyal tanks are used. The 
most important problem of mechanical treatment is the calculation ot the size of 
retention (equalizing) tanks. The proper size of the retention tank must ensure the 
equalizing of each important polluting agent, mainly: temperature, alkalinity or 
acidity (pH), free chlorine, sulph.des and sulphates. It must also permit the 
continuous removal of suspensions or ensure agitation to prevent sedimentation 

Generally, the capacity of retention tanks permits a retention time of 3 to 12 
hours, depending on machinery volume and the assortment of dyestuffs. 

Retention tanks are either circular (Dorr type), with a mechanical agitator, or 
rectangular, with aeration in a ratio of 3 to 5 m3 of air per 1 m3 of sewage. They are 
equipped with an effluent weir or a floating overflow tube. 

Chemical treatment consists in the coagulation of sewage with ferrous sulphate 
lime-water and chlorinated lime. Sewage from the wool industry is often acid and 
must be treated first with lime and then with the addition of ferrous sulphate. The 
amount of the last must be limited, as this compound causes a rapid increase in the 
sulphate content of the effluent. Coagulation produces a volume of precipitate 
(sludge) equal to 3 to 15 per cent of the total sewage volume. The precipitate is 
highly nydrated, containing up to 99 per cent of water. The precipitate from dyeing 
wastes can be quickly dehydrated: it can be disposed on sand filters even m a 1-m 
thick layer. Filter presses work rather poorly, because the filtering cloth very soon 

^CTiologTcTteatment may be applied to sewage from cotton bleaching. The 
activated-sludge method or biological beds without additional nitrogen-phosphorous 
food are used The rate of BOD removal is from 10 to 15 per cent lower than in the 
case of sanitary sewage. 

Possibilities for the secondary utilization of polluted water 

Secondary utilization of polluted water is discussed in connexion with water 
deficiency in some regions. Economic analysis Ms proved that cost of water is, in 
most cases, »ess than 2 per cent of total proouction costs Therefore, secondary 
utilization of water in the textile industry can be considered only in regions 
especially lacking in it, where this factor might limit production volume, or cases 
where the requirements for waste water are very high. In the latter case, economic 
considerations may be secondary. 

The greatest possibilities for secondary water utilization are in the cotton, flax 
(retting) and silk industries. Systems whereby waste water from some operations may 
be re-used for others are best. Such a system would not require desalting of water or 
periodical exchange of all water. However, the removal of concentrated salt is 
necessary in a closed water cycle, and this involves the use of electrodialysis, reverse 
osmosis or ion-exchange methods, which complicates the problem. 
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Present investigations of secondary utilization of waste water from cotton 
bleaching after biological treatment and of wastes from the retting of flax and hemp 
after aeration give positive results. These investigations also prove that the 
requirements for water used in the textile industry are often too high; in many initial 
finishing operations, water with a relatively high content of both inorganic and 
organic matter may be used. 

It would appear that some opinions on the requirements for water in the textile 
industry should be revised. Such changes of opinion may influence the further 
development of systems for the secondary utilization of polluted water in the textile 
industry. 



PROBLEMS OF THE AUTOMATION OF CLOTHING PRODUCTION 

by 

W.Wieilak 

The direction of development of clothing production 
and an appraisal of its technology 

The clothing industry is still based on traditional technological principles that 
evolved during the nineteenth century. This technology consists in the mechanization 
of hand sewing and the division of the sewing process into a series of separate 
technical operations that can be executed by non-skilled workers. Because of the 
complexity of these operations, most of them are performed manually or with the 
aid of lock-stitching machines; that is, by combined machine and manual methods. 
The introduction of special machines has facilitated, in a certain degree, a reduction 
in the number of manual operations, but the rather complex construction of clothing 
products, and specifically of outer garments, does not permit the effective utilization 
of machines that depend for their efficiency not only on the speed of the sewing 
tools, but on the time required for auxiliary operations. 

The time needed to perform these auxiliary processes, which constitute the 
majority of the technical operations, presents a serious hindrr.it« to the further 
development of mechanization of clothing production; the strictly mechanized 
production time is only 14 per cent of the total. 

In other domains of technique, the development of production methods has led, 
in the leading producing countries, to the highest forms of technological progress, 
that is, to automation, and other countries are entering this new phase of industrial 
evolution. However, noi all fields of production are adaptable to automation, despite 
the existence of objective circumstances favourable to it, such as a relatively high 
level of the theoretical science of automation and the actual productive possibilities 
of automatic systems of process control. The primary obstacle in this respect is the 
still low degree of development of areas of production in which manual labour 
continues to play a large part, as in the clothing industry. The construction of 
machines that attempt to simulate human actions requires intricate patterns of 
mechanical performance, thereby raising the cost and minimizing the efficiency of 
such equipment. For this reason, many major enterprises that produce sewing 
machines (for example, both Singer and Reece in th? United States, and Durkopp in 
the Federal Republic of Germany) are rather sceptical about the introduction of 

66 
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automation into the clot! ing industry. It is therefore necessary to analyse the present 
methods of production and to appraise the real possibilities of automation in this 
field. This in turn requires analysis of its productive processes and of their 
fundamental part; namely, the technical operations. 

The technical process, considered as a complex of actions directed toward 
production, may have a complex structure. It usually represents a set of operations 
of different kinds; that is, dissimilar ways of using productive tools on the workpiece. 
In determining the percentage share of operations of different kinds, higher or lower 
degrees of the technical process may be distinguished. The more prevalent the higher 
classes of operation are, the more receptive to automation the given process will be 
and, consequently, the more economically effective its automation will also be. 

According to the manner in which a given tool acts upon the treated object, 
technical operations may be divided into three classes: 

In the first class there is the needling operation of the tool on the treated 
workpiece. In this class of operations may be included all that are executed with an 
ordinary lock-stitching machine. In this class of machine work, the workpiece must 
be free to be shifted in space with regard to the three co-ordinate axes X, Y and /.'. 

The second class includes operations characterized by the linear action of a tool 
on the workpiece. Here belong various cutting actions, for instance the cutting-out of 
various small details, cutting along determined lines, measuring, bending and the like. 
The transporting device must shift the workpiece with regard to the two co-ordinate 
axes X and Y. 

The third class includes operations in which the tool works on the surface of the 
workpiece, as in pressing and bending. In operations of this kind, transport is carried 
out along a straight line. 

When analysing the traditional technical processes, classified in the 
above-mentioned manner, it can be seen that the most important of them may be 
assigned conveniently to the first class. These operations consume more than 90 per 
cent of the processing time of a workpiece. It thus follows that, in introducing 
automation into a production process that is characterized by the above-mentioned 
structure, the prime necessity is to design transporting links that can deal with 
operations of the first class. This possibility, although fully practicable under present 
technical conditions, is not sufficiently effective. An aggregate of apparatuses and 
mechanisms to replace manual work would feed an adequate supply of workpieces 
into the machine and provide appropriate transport during the sewing, in accordance 
with the technical programme. The process itself should be performed by properly 
controlled sewing devices. The aggregate would bring about co-operation between the 
transporting link and the sewing link, this co-operation being regulated by a special 
commanding device that operates in accordance with the controlling programme, 
ensuring the regular performance of both. Human participation would be confined to 
putting the aggregate into operation, shutting it down and servicing it. The ideal 
scheme of such a device (a monohead sewing automat) is diagrammed in figure 1. 

The productivity of such an automat would depend on two links: the 
transporting link and the sewing link, both of them operating on the principle of 
reproducing human actions and those of sewing machinery. Increase of the efficiency 
of the automat may be achieved only through acceleration of the speed of action of 
the two essential links, and there is little hope that the productivity of such an 
automat would greatly exceed that of a man operating a sewing machine. On the 
other hand, the cost of the automat would be greater than that of a «;?wing machine 

it 
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and would be increased still further by the costs of the transporting, controlling and 
command links. In consequence, the productivity of an automated aggregate of this 
type is rather doubtful. 

TRANSFORTINO 
LINK 
I CLASS 

nn 
SEWING LINK 

COMMAND'NG 
DEVICE 

CONTROL 
DEVICE 

Figure I.    Dia&am of an ideal monohead sewing automat 

However, there are some other methods of increasing productivity without 
changing the basic process (class of operation). An increase in the productivity of an 
automat may be produced by connecting some operations, by the simultaneous 
performance of some of them by the sewing links or by performing an operation in 
parallel on a number of workpieces. The first solution would lead to an example such 
as that shown in figure 2. With this scheme only the construction principle of the 
sewing link is changed, while the remaining links remain as before. However, the 
connexion of some operations and their simultaneous performance leads to a 
complicated kinematic sewing link, where it is difficult to combine more than three 
operations, as for instance, sewing together a double two-line stitch and overcasting 
the edge. 

TRANSPORTING 
LINK 
I.CLASS 

EZI 
SEWINO LINK 
OPERATIONS. 
hl kl ki 

COMMANOW0 
DEVICE s                      / 

X.                     / 
X               / 

i yx 
/          X 
/                    X 

CONTROL 
DEVICE 

Figure 2.     ¡Magram of an ideal multioperalional sewing automat 

A complicated scheme is also characteristic of the transporting link which, as in 
the first design, sets the workpiece in motion with regard to the three coordinate 
axes (operation of the first class). In consequence, the entire construction has a very 
complex kinematic layout, and the production costs of such a mechanism may 
strongly influence the feasibility of its industrial application. 

For in-parallel operation on a number of workpieces, as shown in figure 3, there 
must be two or more sewing links combined into a set, which should be of a 
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reasonable size. A good example would be a set for sewing the edges of three 
punched holes. Obviously, the cost of such an aggregate would be high, since it 
would include that of the basic machinery as well as that of the sewing links. In all 
three of the solutions discussed above and illustrated in figures 1, 2 and 3, the 
transporting, commanding and controlling links should be very much alike, and their 
cost should be considered as a constant. ' 

TRANSPORTING 
LINK 
I. CLASS 

H 

SI 
n 

a ¡I 
COMMANDING 
DEVICE 

CONTROL 
OEVICE 

Figure 3.    Diagram of an ideal muitihead sewing automat with three tewing links 

Analysis of these three construction schemes leads to the presumption that 
automation of clothing production may be accomplished in two different ways: 

(a) By the construction of multi-operational machines (figure 2) or of 
sewing sets that combine, in parallel, two or more modern, automatically 
controlled sewing machines (figure 3); 

(b) By the introduction of new technical methods for producing clothing; for 
example, by the use of machines designed for adhesive bonding or welding. 

There appear to be other possibilities of intensifying the work of the sewing 
machines, although modern construction of these devices permits speeds from 5,500 
to 7,000 stitches per minute. Some important reserves of production capacity may 
be gained by the elimination of technically needless stoppages and by the practical 
exploitation of the rated speed of the machines. The actual utilization of sewing 
machinery speed, as appraised on the coefficient of speed (the ratio of effective to 
nominal speed) is usually low, sometimes being as small as 15 per cent, and rarely 
exceeding 70 per cent. It is therefore necessary to analyse new ways of joining 
threads and to appraise their usefulness in the construction of automatic sewing 
aggregates. First of all, all machinery that sews with the lock-stitch or that performs 
double-thread chain-stitching should be studied, since these two types of stitching are 
used for many different articles and may be mutually interchanged without 
detriment to the quality of the product. 

Although seams made with the double-thread chain-stitch are susceptible to 
stretching and are relatively easy to unsew, their great strength guarantees good seam 
quality. An additional advantage of chain-stitching machines is their low incidence of 

Commanding and controlling devices are usually electronic and of standard construction; 
their cost can be taken as a constant. The cost of a transporting device will depend on the degree 
of its complexity, out this may be estimated approximately and will be constant for a given type 
of operation. 

i 
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stoppages caused by the need to replace the bobbins and less damage to the sewing 
threads during stitching. This last feature is of especial importance to the technician, 
as it may, in a great degree, reduce breakage of the sewing threads. In consequence, 
the wider use of this stitch may increase the productivity of sewing automats. 

The testing of the threads used in sewing machines is an important subject of 
laboratory research in industrial research institutes throughout the world. In Poland, 
a great deal of such research has been conducted for many years, especially as regards 
the testing and appraisal of the mechanical wear on threads and the technical 
appraisal of their properties. 

Some technical aspects of machine sewing 

The findings of tests made in the Clothing Department of the tódi Polytechnic 
School permit the statement that the operational strain on the threads in the sewing 
machine is relatively heavy and that during the sewing process a thread is subjected 
to great wear and tear, with the result that its mechanical properties, as well as its 
structure, may be altered. In the extreme cases, the threads may be destroyed 
completely, as when an unfavourable layout of the tensions and loads applied to the 
threads causes convergence of their weakened portions, which may cause them to 
break. 

The destruction of threads during the sewing process occurs for many different 
reasons. They may be divided into the following groups: 

(a) The nature and technical condition of the sewing machine, such as its way 
of forming the stitch, the characteristics of its components and the 
condition and working precision of the mechanisms and of their surfaces, 

(b) The technical parameters of the sewing machine include the speed of 
sewing, the number of layers of fabric sewn together, the quality of the 
textile being sewn, the density of the stitch, the static and dynamic tensions 
on the threads, and many other factors; 

fc) The technical properties of the sewing threads, such as the resistance of the 
threads to the cyclic and dynamic stretching loads, the action of the 
twisting and untwisting forces, resistance to abrasion, resistance to heat, 
stiffness and very many others. 

To put it another way, it could be stated that, in the greater number of cases in 
the contemporary technology of clothing products, the sewing thread should be selec- 
ted carefully, taking into consideration the types of machinery that will be used and 
the technical parameters of treatment. For this reason the group of properties of 
threads that determines their suitability to form joinings under the specific technical 
conditions of machine operation may be designated as the technical properties of the 
sewing threads. 

Obviously, these properties of threads do not and cannot be the only criteria for 
their selection; equally important are their specific properties, as determined by 
requirements that do not fall within the scope of this report. 

Experiments have been made in which various operational strains on sewing 
threads were compared, using both lock-stitching and chain-stitching machines. It 
was found that the operational strains on the sewing thread in lock-stitch machines 
are far heavier than those existing in chain-stitching machines. In other words, on a 
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tock-ttitchtng machine I he needle thread » tuhtected to greater «ml more numerous 
tensions and abrasive toreri than tht bobbin thread. 

In the sewing-up »»f fabrics woven from synthetic varus, an additional heating of 
the needle occur». Flits phenomenon has been partly overcome by the application of 
well-known cooling method» In thus tenet of tests only the relative effectiveness of 
various systems of needle cooling was appraised 

Characteristic* of Mi« dynamic loads thai can» stretrtiiftf of 

The fundamental characteristics of the dynamic stretching loadi on threads 
durine se* mg can be determined with ttnaomttric method», that », recording the 
incidence of tension on the threads with the aid of an osciloaraph A typical 
otciHotTam showing the thread tension in the kick-stitch sewing machine is shown in 
figure 4. Analysis of this oscillogram readily reveals that the thread receives the 
greatest impact when th main machine shaft turns about \0 The magnitude of the 
stroke may change to a great extent, but under the most unfavourable conditions of 
operational straw IMI the thread it does not exceed the value of TOO gram force units 
<G>. Under these conditions it should be accepted that the rise and dampens 
(attenuation) of the load occurs at a speed of 700 (, per microsecond when the 
machine is operating at 5.000 rev/min. 

Iaa'kMittli'ÉYlBlaWlÉBaêiâaiBsayaË^kiMB^ 

F«!«* 4.    Oscillogram of thread tensón in the kxkstiuh senate mtcnim 

The frequency of these tensions (loads) equals the speed of the main shaft of the 
machine, since during one revolution of the mam shaft the thread receives only one 
maximal stroke (approximately 80 Hz).2 

The magnitude of the maximal dynamic tension of threads depends 
proportionally on their static tension (figure 5). Nevertheless, certain difficulties are 

Some other local increases of dynamic tension may occur within a working cycle of the 
machine, but the« will be considerably lest than those described here. 

.L 
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astoctated with the magnitude of the ttatic tension of the threads. In our research the 
static tension* were determined hy the ;?nsometrtc system, measured as machine 
speed approached /ero. 

%m 
» *JPWJr j,       FtQwŒJWÊpÇttwï&i' r irti»«» afre mmk tmwm iPj ml « thnvd and the imxtmum naàtr 

&t afrr <t\mim> tvnmm fttf tx/mmé m peni fnrre uniti i(U 

It should be stressed that. for the proper formation of a stitch, the static tension 
al the rteedk tintad must he equivalent to the defined tension of the bobbin thread. 
The HiterdcpendeiKC between the static tensions of the needle and hobbin tintada is 
tiustrated in fifure 6. which demonstrate» that the tension on the former is far 
pttatf tftati thai 04 At latter. 

•,<*<•> 
A-aswfpA.     In terétpemieme èrf wren afrr Mtk tenwon on the thtfd m the 

en afre bobbm thremd (Fjb)) expressed m ajnam force umtt (G) 
M*)) 

Comparison of the oculograms of the lock-stitch sewing machines (tipie 4) 
with those executed for the double-thread chain-stitch sewing machines (figure 7) 
permití the statement that substantial differences exist between the runs of these 
tensions.3 These differences consist in the change of the lesser value of the maximal 
tension of the threads in the chain-stitch sewing machines performing double-thread 

In figure 7 il can be mn that the firtt lint charte uri lei the mtfnitude or tension on the 
needle thread, whereat the second line restateti changes tai ten aloni of the bobbin thread. The 
acute anale« atone the bottom of thti otcMoaram symboMie the direction of riae of the curvet, 
»ènee their courses have been reversed to facilitate their recording. 
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«itching, as compared with lock-stitch sewing machines. There are certain analogies 
comiiting in the fact that the tension on the needle thread is about double that on 
the catcher thread. The absolute value of the tensions observed does not exceed 500 G 
(gram force). Needle thread tensions rise threefold in the course of one working 
cycle of the machine, whereas the tension remains nearly constant on the bobbin 
thread throughout almo« the entire working cycle, running down to zero during the 
ptriod of throwing of the previous loop of the needle (120° +130°) and while the 
needle leaves the cloth. It follows that, in the chain-stitch machine, the needle thread 
is not subjected to as great changes of speed as in the case of the lock-stitch sewing 
machine. Greater changes in speed ma)- be observed in the case of the bobbin thread, 
which is lubjocted to the influence of a single stretching impulse during the pulling 
(drawing) of the thread. The peak occurs at 25° of shaft rotation. Generally 
speaking, the variation of the run of dynamic tension in chain-stitch sewing machines 
operating with a double thread is less marked. 

FHm 7. Ouäktaram of the tensions of the needk thread and bobbin thread in a double thread 
chain-stitch sewing machine 

For technician!, the character of the changes in the dynamic tensions at 
functions erf the speed of a given machine is specially important. The characteristics 
obatrvad with tome typet of machines aie illustrated in figure 8.4 

\ 

H/ure 8.     Change of dynamic tension (fy expressed in tram force (G) at a function of 
machine speed; (a) tension on the nt-dk thread, (b) tension on the bobbin thread 

The needle thread is subjected to three stretching impute«: the fint during the drawing of 
the former loop (at the 2S peak), the second at the moment when the needle pierces the fabric 
(at the 90 peak) and the third when the bobbin thread enters the loop of the needle (at the 225° 
ptak). 

• i 
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Tests have revealed that this characteristic differs from the others in that, to a 
great degree, it depends upon the construction of the machine. Figure 8 shows the 
changes in dynamic tension found with two lock-stitch sewing machines, namely the 
Lucznik LZ 3 (Poland) and the Minerva 321 (Czechoslovakia), and with the Union 
Special BP 51400 (United States), a double-thread chain-stitch machine. The 
fundamental difference lies in the fact that the maximal magnitude of dynamic 
tensions with the lock-stitch sewing machines is associated with relatively low speeds. 
This does not occur with the double-thread chain-stitch machines. When comparing 
the dynamic tension on the thread in various machines, it must be pointed out that 
there are distinct differences in its magnitude; the differences are twice as great at 
speed ranges up to 3.000 needle thrusts per minute. Furthermore, to obtain a 
double-thread chain-stitch, far less static tension on the thread is required. It is 
evident that this tension is smaller for the bobbin thread than for the needle thread. 

The stitch-forming process requires a zone of stitch formation in a given 
machine. The dimensions of this zone are determined by the construction parameters 
of the machine. It is in this zone that the most intensive wear and tear on the sewing 
thread occurs. 

Within the stitch-forming zone a separate section can be distinguished in which 
the thread is subjected to the actions of the instruments that form the stitch and of 
the fabric that is being stitched. The instruments and the fabric act. within a single 
cycle of the machine work, upon one definite section of a thread, and this section 
may be designated as the working zone of the thread. 

It is evident that the smaller the zone of stitch formation and the shorter the 
time during which a thread passes through it, measured by the number of working 
cycles of the machine, the smaller is the wear of the threads. It can be assumed that 
the influence of the tools and the fabric stitched in the work zone of the threads 
does not alter. A given section of thread enters the stitch-forming zone and passes 
through a set number of cycles there. It has been found that the magnitude of the 
stitch-forming zone of the lock-stitch sewing machine is several times greater than 
that of the chain-stitch sewing machine. For this reason, the time of passage of a 
section of thread through this zone is much shorter. In addition, the actions of the 
working parts of the machine (that is. the actions of the bobbin catcher and the 
take-up lever) are not as powerful as in the lock-stitching machine. Changes of the 

li       «0      M 
miman OF MSSAOES TMKKMM 

TMC WOimtNf ZONE 

Figure 9.     Drop of resistance (per cent) of twt> threads (Lotos-40 and Elana) after passage 
through a lock-stitch sewing machine 
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mechanical properties of the thread after it has passed through the stitch-forming 
zone may be quite important. For example, the losses of tensile strength of thread 
are considerable; under unfavourable conditions they may reach a magnitude of 
approximately 50 per cent (figure 9). At tht same time, increase of thread diameter 
and its elongation occur. 

It may be pointed out that the character of the action of the stitch-forming /.one 
on the thread may change with alterations in the conditions of treatment, hirst of all, 
the thickness of materials sewn and the set (density) of the stitch depend upon the 
duration of the time of passage through the working (stitch-forming) zone. As has 
been noted, the dimensions of the stitch-forming zone are many times greater in 
lock-stitch sewing machines than in double-thread chain-stitch sewing machines and 
the required number of passages is appreciably smaller. In consequence, the time of 
passage of the needle threads through the working zone of the lock-stitch sewing 
machine is several-score times longer than with other machines. Thus, the thinner the 
cloth and the denser the stitch, the more the thread of the needle is subjected to 
wear and tear. However, the action of some technical parameters may operate in 
other directions. For instance, by increasing the thickness of the cloth pierced by the 
needle, the time of passage of threads through the working zone may be reduced (the 
per-stitch demand for thread would be greater) but. on the other hand, there would 
be a decrease in the resistance of the threads, caused by increased friction in the sewn 
cloth. Experimental evidence permits the statement that, for instance, by increasing 
the number of layers of cotton cloth sewn together from two to ten, the required 
tensile strength of the sewn thread may be halved, if a constant number of passages 
of threads through the working zone and a constant dynamic tension on them are 
assumed. 

As noted above, extreme wear of thread in sewing machines may cause it to 
break. Unfortunately, there has been a lack of research and publication concerning 
this important subject. The problem of thread breakage is of special relevance in the 
design and construction of certain new types of machinery such as multi-operational 
and multi-needle machines as well as of automated aggregates in which the breaking 
of a single thread may cause the stoppage of a number of machines or even of the 
entire set. 

Distinction should be made between technical breakage, which is caused by the 
mechanical conditions of the sewing process, and nontechnical breakage, which 
results from the faulty setting-up of the working components of the machine. Thus, 
in analysing thread breakage, it is important to determine its nature. Breakages of the 
first kind are often caused by weak spots in the thread, whether originally present or 
resulting from excessive wear during the sewing operation. In such a case, it may be 
possible to solve the problem by using thread of a better quality; if breakage is of the 
nontechnical kind, its cause must be found and corrected. 

Because of their accidental character, the incidence of technical breakages 
should conform to the general laws of the random distribution; that is, with a 
defined distribution of breaks in the mathematical calculus of probability. It would 
seem appropriate to attempt to appraise the character of the occurrence within a 
definite time of breakage. Such an effort would be complicated by the fact that 
sewing machines do not operate at a constant number of revolutions per unit of time. 
For this reason, breakage as a function of the length of the seam at a constant stitch 
density was studied. Records were made in the manner shown in figure 10. On the 
axis that represents the length of a seam, the positions of the breaks were noted 
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( sections A,,/. 2 . . . L¡), further assuming a periodical division of the axis (section A,•) 
of the number of breaks falling within a given section. After calculating the number 
of sections with equal numbers of breaks, the distribution of the breaks was found. 
Figure 11 illustrates the empirical distributions of sections containing 0, 1, 2 or 3 
breaks within lengths of 1, 2, 3 and 10 metres. A check of the empirical distribution 
permitted the statement that they are consistent with the theoretical distribution of 
possibility of the seldom-occurring phenomena; that is, with the so-called Poisson's 
distribution. 

DIVISION SCALE 

MtEAKAGE POSITION 

SEAM LENGTH   (METRES) 

h'igurt 10.    Scheme of thread-breakage analysis (see text) 
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Figure II.    Empirical distribution of thread breakage at the seam sections: (bf) breakage 
frequency (number of sections with seam breaks), (nb) number of breaks per section 

Appraisal of the character of breakage in this way makes it possible to ascertain 
whether a given empirical distribution of the thread breakage observed on a sewing 
machine is in accordance with the theoretical distribution. However, this requires the 
application of entirely new criteria of verification of the empirical distributions (for 
instance, a xa distribution) and a definition of the probability of acceptance or 
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disapproval of the zero hypothesis. Also, Poisson's distribution does not account icr 
some cases. In these, a more complicated mathematical method must be used. 

Observations recorded at the Clothing Institute of the tódz Polytechnic School 
permit the statement that the rate of incidence of technical breakages changes 
fundamentally, not only under identical conditions of machine work (a diversified 
technological regime) when different threads are used, but also when the 
same threads are used under different working conditions. 

Figure 12 illustrates changes in the breakage of thread as a function of the 
number of working cycles in the stitch-forming zone of a sewing machine using the 
Polish cotton threads Lotos-70 and Zubr-50 under identical conditions of machine 
work. The breakage observed was of the technical type. 
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Figure It    Relation of thread breakage to the conditions of forming a stitch (number of 
passages of the thread through the working zone of the machine) 

The results of a series of such tests permit the statement that the possibilities 
for automation of clothing manufacture on the basis of sewing are rather limited. 
These limitations derive from the principles of formation of thread fastenings and are 
connected with the phenomenon of destruction of thread during the sewing process, 
as well as with the occurrence, in extreme cases, of thread breakage. Comparison 
between the lock-and chain-stitches leads to the conclusion that the technical reasons 
are decisive as to the greater adaptability of chain-stitches to the automation of 
manufacture of clothing by sewing techniques. It must be made clear that, whatever 
kinds of stitches are used, the automats that form the thread fastenings arc 
characterized by high price, which largely reflects the high cost of the transporting 
mechanisms. As was pointed out earlier in this article, the production of clothing 
with the aid of the thread seams must be classed as an operation of a low grade (that 
is, of the first class), and the transporting mechanism must execute transport along 
the three axes X, Y and Z. This requirement necessitates high constructional 
complexity, with consequent high cost It therefore seems suitable to introduce into 
clothing technology methods of higher grades; that is of the second and third classes, 
and verification of these methods under existing conditions in industrial production 
and, finally, the automation of the processes on the basis of these new methods. New 
possibilities are being created by the development of adhesive bonding methods, 
which have found application to the manufacture of clothing in recent years. 
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Techniques for adhesive bonding 

The use of bonding agents in clothing production is a concept as old as the use 
of threads for joining, but it could not be applied until recently because of the lack 
of suitable bonding materials. Natural glues are unsuitable, since they lack 
satisfactory chemical and physical properties. This problem is being solved by the 
development of synthetic glues and other bonding agents. 

Synthetic glues were originally introduced in the Soviet Union in 1948 and 
became widely used all over the world. In some countries, among them 
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, the Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary and the 
United Kingdom, a wide range of bonding agents is in use as basic and auxiliary 
products. These adhesivas are supplied in forms of pastes, foils, powders and inserted 
pads composed of woven or non-woven fabrics covered with a layer of adhesive. The 
conventional way of producing an adhesive bond by means of a thermoplastic insert 
includes heating the bonding element, transforming it into a fluid state under the 
action of high temperature and securing the proper contact by squeezing the 
components together in a press. A conventional type of press, such as an ordinary 
clothing press, is normally used. The application of adhesive bonds in this way does 
not require any important outlays of capital, and the problem is merely that of 
supplying the industry with a wide range of adhesive inserts. 

A slightly more complex problem is presented by the application of bonding 
agents in form of foils and powders, as additional equipment for decomposing 
bonding agents and proper application of powders is required. 

The choice of adhesives for joining materials in clothing production is 
determined by the requirement that the quality of a bonded seam must not be 
inferior to that of a thread seam. 

These demands may be summarized as follows: 
(a) There must be a sufficient resistance of the bonded seam to both static and 

dynamic loads; the strength of a seam depends primarily upon the adhesion 
between the fabric and the bonding material. 

(b) The stiffness of a bonded seam should not be great; it should not differ in 
this respect from a thread seam. 

(c) The adhesive must be resistant to the action of water and of the solvents 
commonly used for removing stains and for cleaning garments. 

(d) The bonding agent must have good mechanical qualities within the range of 
temperatures required by nature of the clothing. 

(e) The adhesives must be resistant to ageing under the influence of the 
atmosphere (rain, sun, changes in temperatures and the like) within the 
period of use foreseen for the garments. 

All of these requirements are related to the kind of joint (permanent or 
temporary) and to the conditions under which the clothing will be worn. 

It must be pointed out that the typical thermoplastic bonding agents do not 
fulfil all of these requirements. This is especially true of demand (d) above. Adhesives 
of this kind tend to liquefy, sometimes within the range of temperature in which the 
clothing will be used. Such melting, although originally small, tends to rise over the 
period of use of the clothing. Consequently, the purely thermoplastic bonding agents 
cannot be used to form durable primary joinings. 
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Mixtures of thermoplastic and thermoreactive resins are used for netting of this 
kind. Heating such blends often causes netting of the thermoplastic polymer. An 
example of such a blended bonding agent is the OP 1 adhesive used in the Polish 
garment industry. The active ingredient of this material is a mixture of a modified 
polyamide and FF (phenol formaldehyde) resin. 

Within the last decade, other variations of the principle of adhesive joining of 
fabrics have been used in the clothing industry. These are the heat-sealing and 
welding linkages, which are based on the same physical and chemical phenomena as 
in the bonding methods described above. Since they are still in the experimental 
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Figure 13.    Classification of adhesive linkages 
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stage, the course of their future development cannot be foreseen. Meanwhile, 
however, their suitability for the processing of some clothing elements made from 
synthetic materials must be stressed. 

There can be no doubt that some problems are caused by damage to the 
heat-bonded fabric and to difficulties in the mastery of welding techniques that use 
ultrasound or electrical currents of very high frequency. However, it is reasonable to 
think that techniques for forming heat-^aled and welded fabric linkages will be 
developed further. 

From the technological standpoint, distinction should be made among the many 
possible ways of forming these fabric linkages, according to the ways in which heat is 
applied and the linkage made. Because of the great number and variety of these 
methods, it is advisable to classify them in an orderly manner. A system for dividing 
them into three groups, according to whether they are formed with the use of 
adhesive materials or by welding or heat-sealing is presented in figure 13. 

In linkages made with adhesives, the fabrics are joined by the application of a 
special adhesive substance that melts when heated. It is also possible to use bonding 
agents in solution, but this method is noneconomic in the clothing industry. 

Linkage by welding is done by means of the partial transformation of a bonded 
fabric to a plastic consistency without the use of an additional bonding material. This 
method of joining naturally requires thermoplastic properties in one of the joined 
materials. 

Heat-sealing linkage requires the transformation of both the bonding agent and 
the fabric into a plastic or liquid state in which the separateness of these two 
elements disappears. 

It follows from the above-mentioned classification that any given type of 
adhesive bond may be obtained with the aid of different types of machines and 
devices, and in some cases the same types of apparatus and of machine may be used 
to produce linkages of various types, according to the conditions of treatment. It is 
therefore necessary to analyse the fundamental method of forming of linkage and to 
define its scope and suitability for automation of the processes of clothing 
production. 

It is evident that the simplest way to obtain an adhesive bond is by linkage with 
thermoplastic adhesives that have been melted by resistance heating, with 
simultaneous compression of the seam. Figure 14 illustrates a typical scheme of 
obtaining a linkage by means of thermoplastic adhesive. Between the layers of the 
textiles (or other materials) linked, a layer of adhesive material is deposited that must 
be melted by the application of heat. Assuming that the pressure (p) and temperature 
of the heating plate are constant, the temperature required to melt the adhesive may 
be expressed as: 

AfT-r-fT (1) 

where: 
T      is the temperature of the heating plate (panel) 

Arr   is the decrease of temperature within the time r caused by the 
insulating power of a layer of the materials situated between 
the heating plate and a layer of adhesive 

tT      is the temperature of the adhesive during the time r, calculated 
from the moment of closing the press. 
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Figure 14.    Diagram of the formation of a fabric linkage 
adhesive (see text) 

with the use of a thermoplastic 

It is readily seen that the decrease of the temperature ArT is a function of the 
insulating power of the heated layer (5), its thickness and the duration of the time of 
pressing. 

If the initial temperature is f0, the temperature at which the bonding agent melts 
is tic, an(I Tis the temperature of the heating plate limited by the insulating power of 
the cloth, the maximum permissible temperature drop (Afmax) may be calculated as 
follows: 

Ai max T-h (2) 

Both equations (1) and (2) may serve as bases for the regulation of the 
parameters of fabric bonding with the use of thermoplastic materials. A nomogram 
for the calculation of the parameters of adhesive bonding processes is illustrated in 
figure IS. The basis for the calculations is modification AfT, which depends on the 
thickness of the bonded layer of materials (magnitude S). I or the execution of the 
nomogram, the function of Kramp was utilized, as the basis lor changes of the 
temperature within the period of time T (seconds). When analysing the set of 
parameters presented in the nomogram, the scope of application of the contact 
(resistance or steam) methods of heating a seam may be defined. It must be assumed, 
from what ensues from the character of the run of the curves r= constant, that the 
application of heat for periods of time longer than 90 seconds is not reasonable: 

T < 90 sec <3> 

The limitation illustrated by means of Inequality (3) defines simultaneously the 
scope of the described method of fabric linkage. When using one of the systems for 
making heated linkages that have been described, in which a partial destruction of 
the heated materials is possible, the foregoing reasoning is not applicable. 
Furthermore, in similar cases it is possible to apply temperatures of the resistant 
heaters (T # constant) that exceed the limits of the thermal resistance of the heated 
materials. This method is called the "impulse technique". 

Another method of heating seams of great thickness is that of capacitance 
heating by a high-frequency field. This method may be applied with success to 
clothing technology, provided that the adhesive (or, in case of welding, a linked 
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Figure 15.    Nomogram for calculating the parameters of fabric linkage by contact heating of 
adhesive seams (see text) 

material) possesses suitable dielectric properties. Losses of energy in the heated 
insulator within a high-frequency field conform to the equation 

ZV * 0.555 X fF* e tg $ X 10",a (4) 

N is the voltage loss in volts per cubic centimetre (V/cm*), 
/ is the frequency in hertz (Hz), 
F is the intensity of the electrical field in V/cm, 
e is the dielectric constant, and 
tg 6 is the tangent of loss angle. 

Capacitance heating methods are very popular throughout the world and are 
commonly used for heating materials, and they máy abo be used to form fabric 
linkages. In this case the work of the heating devices is less complicated and does not 
require regulation of bonding parameters, since the properties of the adhesive 
material are constant. During heating, the parameters must, in each case, match the 
magnitude e tg 6 of the bonded material 

The industrial application of capacitance heating is associated with a number of 
difficulties, among them the need to provide safeguards against electromagnetic 
interference. The one most commonly used is the so-called "Faraday's cage", which 
suppresses them completely. From the technical standpoint, production problems are 
of primary importance. The bask one, which constitutes a limitation, consists in the 
too-small value e tg 0 of some bonding materials such as polystyrene and 
polyacrylonitrile. While it is theoretically possible to increase dielectric losses by 
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adjusting the frequency or intensity of the field, there is an associated risk of 
sparking and damage to the fabrics that are being joined. However, there are means 
of diminishing these losses, such as by coating the fabrics to be joined with a 
substance that has a great e tg 0 value or by the use of suitable adhesives. It is 
probable that this method will be widely applied in the clothing industry, as it may 
be exploited for the simultaneous processing of all the elements of clothing. 
Treatment of the entire contour or surface of clothing by the capacitance method 
permits raising the range of the technical process so that it may be included within 
the operations of the second and third classes. It is evident that the construction of 
an automat that operates on this principle would make possible an economically 
effective application of automation to clothing production. 

In the ultrasonic method of heating, it is essential to introduce the oscillation 
energy into the heating zone. The fabrics to be joined are laid on a base called an 
"anvil" and pressed down by a predetermined force to a vibrator that oscillates with 
a frequency in the range ! 8 to 22 kHz at a right angle to the surface of the heated 
elements. 

A heat sealer usually consists of the following parts: 
(a) A high-frequency (HF) device that converts electrical oscillations into 

mechanical oscillations; 
(b) A speed transformer, alto called a "concentrator of energy"; 
(c) A pound element, called a "sonotrode"; 
(d) An anvil; 
(e) A pressing device. 

Magnetostrictional oscillation converte» are commonly used in the technology 
of clothing. These converters are constructed of ferromagnetic material, and their 
dimensions change under the influence of the lines of force of a magnetic field (the 
phenomenon of magnetostriction)„ A typical layout of an ultrasonic welding device is 
presented in figure 16. 

The range of application of ultrasound heating in clothing technology is still 
restricted by the limited possibilities of linear heating in this way. The emission of a 
beam wider than 120 mm is not yet possible technically, and for this reason 
ultrasonic heat-sealing can be applied only to a limited number of operations. 
Instances of the use of this technique for making buttonholes and the like may be cited. 

Ultrasonic welders may be used for continuous heat-sealing, passing the fabrics 
to be joined in a continuous manner, or by jumps (strokes) between the sonotrode 
and the anvil. In the latter case, the sonotrode has a flat, curved form such as a disk; 
this arrangement copies exactly the action of a sewing machine. An example of such 
a device is the SL 21 MK II, a construction designed by the Omega Laboratory 
(United Kingdom). This device may be used to weld woven or light knitted fabrics. 
This apparatus is supplied with a controller of 600 volts working on a controlled 
frequency of approximately 30 kHz, and can heat-seal fabrics at a si>eed of 
approximately lOm/min. 

A device that operates on this principle is clearly one that performs a technical 
operation of the first class. A device of this type has an adaptability to automation 
similar to that of a conventional sewing machine. It may therefore be expected that, 
for some materials that suffer frequent damage during the sewing process, the 
application of ultrasonic welding may prove to be advantageous, but the economic 
efficiency of automation with this process is questionable. 

j. 
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Figure 16.    Schematic drawing of an ultrasonic welding device: (1) magnelostrktional converter, 

(2) transformer, (3) anvil, (4) cooling of the transformer. À, A, À acoustic wavelengths 

To sum up this appraisal of adaptability of various methods of processing 
clothing for the automation of the making-up process, the five following statements 

may be made. 
(a) Furtfrr development of sewing machines, directed toward the replacement 

of lock-stitch processes by double-thread chain-stitching must be expected. 
The automation of these machines should evolve in the direction of the 
formation of multifunctional systems and of ranging various machines in 

parallel. 
(b) Serious obstacles to the automation of making-up processes for clothing are 

their low economic efficiency and their complex manner of operation 
(processes of the first class). 

(c) A serious possibility for modernizing the making-up processes, of forming 
the basis for a new technique and of its simultaneous automation lies in 
introduction of adhesive linkages (operations of the second and third 
classes). 

•(d) Among all the methods of forming adhesive linkages, the best and most 
efficient appear to be the methods of bonding with adhesives and of contact 
welding with the aid of resistance heaters or with capacitance heating 
methods. 

(e) At the present stage of their development, the application of the ultrasonic 
welding methods to clothing production has a limited scope and cannot 
form a solid basis for planning the automation of the production of 
garments. 

It also appears that there is a need for research on the efficiency of the 
automation of garment manufacture, taking into consideration the new techniques as 
well as a thorough exploitation of the older methods of production. It is essential to 
create new possibilities for the combination of various methods of treatment with 
the aid of thread and adhesive linkages, directed toward the automation of the 
production of clothing. 
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